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1  Background  
 
Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC; it is a legal requirement and is therefore 

critical to its editorial policy. As a public service broadcaster, the independence of 

the BBC, and therefore its impartiality, is of utmost importance for its audiences, 

the licence payers.  

 

The digital era poses a number of questions for the BBC. In an old analogue 

world in which the number of media voices was limited, impartiality was highly 

valued, but as this world becomes digital, there are increasing numbers of media 

voices. How should the BBC behave in a world in which its ‘voice’ is no longer 

one of a few, but one of many? In a media environment in which technological 

advances facilitate user-generated content and in which breadth of opinion is 

increasingly sought after, is impartiality still critical? 

 

Given these questions, understanding what it might mean for the BBC to remain 

impartial in this digital era is crucial. Does this weaken or strengthen the position 

of the BBC, with its Charter requirement for impartiality? For example, in the 

USA, the success of traditional news providers has been challenged by those who 

are finding audiences through a less impartial approach, such as Fox News. 

However, in a hypothetical, crowded media world in which partiality becomes the 

rule, would the BBC not be strengthened by its role as the exception: the 

provider of impartial, accurate information? 

 

In developing a vision of the future for BBC impartiality, the audience hold the 

key. Ultimately it is they who should be the arbiters of whether the BBC is seen 

as being impartial or not. In June 2006, the BBC Governors commissioned 

research to explore how to safeguard the BBC’s impartiality in a digital age, to 

develop and test strong arguments for the continuing value of the BBC’s 

impartiality to society in this age, and also to understand how to deliver it in 
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ways that are ‘relevant and convincing’ to BBC audiences. To this latter end, 

Sparkler were commissioned to conduct a qualitative audience research project. 
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1.1  Project Objectives & Methodology 

The objective of the qualitative audience research was to input the audience 

dimension into the wider project; exploring how these audiences view 

impartiality and what generates trust in the BBC across a range of its outputs. 

This was in order to help identify a set of principles that will ensure the BBC’s 

continued impartiality in the digital age…and offer specific guidance as to the 

application of those principles across genres and platforms. 

 

To achieve this, our methodology was split into four stages. 

 

A. Impartiality Forensics 

 

To understand the concept and importance of impartiality. Investigating: 

− interpretations of it 

− how it is demonstrated/proved 

− how it can change depending on context 

− how it can be damaged 

− how it can be rebuilt 

− if these issues have changed over time 

 

This stage used 4 x 1.5 hour, 6 person mini-group discussions, and 

4 x 1½ hour paired-friendship depths. 

 

B. Understanding Media Voices 

 

To understand the concept/importance of impartiality in people’s media 

worlds. Investigating: 

- impartiality in the context of people’s media wants, needs, hopes 

and expectations 
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- how this varies across genres (from News & Current Affairs to 

comedy), subjects, angles of approach/spectrum of voices heard, 

tonal treatments, platforms, times/occasions etc 

- people’s expectations of media organisations 

 

This stage used 8 x 1.5 hour, ‘Quad’ group discussions (i.e. 4 people 

per group). 

 

C. BBC Impartiality Today 

 

To understand the concept/importance of impartiality in the context of the 

BBC, currently. Investigating: 

− Current perceptions of BBC impartiality 

− Its importance to the BBC 

− Whether this importance varies across genre/platform 

− Whether this matters more for the BBC than other broadcasters 

 

This stage used 6 x 1 hour, 6 person mini-group discussions.  

 

D. The BBC’s Impartial Future (‘Scaling the Mountain’) 

 

To identify the future shape of the BBC impartiality. This stage was split 

into two sub-stages. 

 

a) Base Camp 

The objective of this phase was to understand the audience’s view of 

impartiality (and the BBC’s reputation for it) in each of four areas: 

- news, current/political affairs 

- consumer affairs/factual 

- drama, comedy and entertainment  
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- sport 

 

This stage used 7 x 1 hour, 6 person mini-group discussions. 

 

b) The Ascent and The Summit 

This objective of this final phase was to develop a ‘Magna Carta for BBC 

Impartiality’ from the audience’s perspective. This involved 1 x 2 hour, 8 

person group discussion, made up of two re-recruited representatives 

fr

 

om the each of the four subject areas from part Da). 
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1.1.1  Sample 

Decisions about the sample were made in the context of the overall objectives of 

the project. As such, the nets were cast widely to ensure that a wide variety of 

views, reflecting the diverse make-up of BBC audiences, was sampled.  

 

As a foundation level each group was defined by… 

− Sex: Male or Female  

− Age: 18-24, 25-34, 35-54, 55-70  

− Class: ABC1 or C2DE 

− Race: White, Asian, Black 

− Relationship with technology: Laggards vs. Participants vs. 

Observers 

− Relationship with the BBC: Fans vs. Indifferent vs. Anti 

− View of BBC impartiality 

− (Definitions of these variables can be found in the Appendix) 

  

The research was spread evenly across the UK (including Scotland, North 

Ireland, and Wales) and was conducted between 18th July and 15th August 2006. 

 

See Appendix for the samples, and also the stimuli, pre-tasks, and discussion 

guides used for each stage in detail. 
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2.  Executive Summary 

 

Impartiality is a complex concept 

In investigating people’s interpretations of impartiality it was clear that the 

concept was one characterised by a number of tensions and paradoxes. 

Audiences were surprisingly articulate when talking about it and the debates we 

heard highlighted a number of conflicting opinions over what it really means. 

There is no easy and convenient definition, but...  

 

Impartiality has three key elements – neutrality, open-mindedness, 

and distance 

Being neutral is at the core of the concept, and this is interpreted as not having a 

point of view. Open-mindedness is therefore a necessity and underpins an 

impartial ethic. Distance, both metaphorically and physically, is seen as a crucial 

element of impartiality. For the majority, distance is perceived to be a good 

thing, allowing some perspective and being open to a range of views on a given 

issue, but there was a minority view that reality can only be truly reflected by 

being at the heart of things.  In the research, for example, there was 

considerable debate as to whether  news reporters in a war zone were impartial 

because they were so close to the action, showing things as they were: or highly 

partial because of where they were and what they chose to focus on. 

 

Impartiality works for the common good 

There was overall doubt as to whether impartiality can actually exist given that it 

runs counter to ‘baser’ human instincts. However, it is fundamental to the 

development and maintenance of a civilised democracy and therefore represents 

a means to an end rather than an end in itself. For example, key societal pillars, 

such as the law, government, the church and indeed the media are expected and 

required to show impartiality. 
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Impartiality reflects society 

This again is part of its role in ensuring a civilised democracy in which a variety 

of views are represented and respected. The meaning of the common good, 

however, is subject to changes and is shaped by a range of factors, from social 

and cultural shifts to advances in technology. These factors are currently having 

a profound effect in questioning the nature of the common good and, by 

implication, the boundaries of impartiality. The challenge of being impartial is 

now far more difficult – the world having moved from a bi-polar (embodied in 

left vs. right) to multi-polar (a range of views formed on racial and religious 

grounds).  In the groups no-one talked of party political impartiality, just that 

linked to race and, in particular, religion. 

 

Impartiality has prompted political correctness 

There was a feeling that political correctness was one manifestation of the 

pursuit of impartiality and although this is indicative of a civilised, respectful 

society it can often be seen as going too far and itself becoming a symbol of 

bias. This was felt particularly strongly amongst Britain’s white working/middle 

classes who felt that impartiality underpinned what they perceived to be 

‘impartiality gone mad’ where non-whites were afforded luxuries and freedoms 

(especially in the context of how they were treated by the state) unavailable to 

the white majority.   

 

Impartiality matters most in news 

Whilst impartiality was thought to be important on aggregate across all 

broadcasting output, the consensus was that it is crucial and most valuable in 

news reporting. In entertainment it is relatively unimportant and might indeed be 

restrictive – the majority fully appreciated that good entertainment often came 

not from an impartial point of view but one which was in practice quite 

particular.  In encouraging people to see the world differently through 
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entertainment, new points of view had to be heard.  (Little Britain was typically 

seen in this context.) 

 

It is news, in which events most affect people, that crucially requires an impartial 

treatment. This fills a number of roles, notably in providing accurate and reliable 

information with which people can make up their own minds, and in the quest 

for truth and justice. Again, this is impartiality working for the common good.  

 

There are different ways of being impartial 

In terms of media output there is, on the one hand, an active form of 

impartiality, in which there is a visible manifestation of an individual or 

organisation striving to remain neutral in the quest for truth, accuracy and clarity 

(for example in interviewers such as Humphrys or Paxman). There is on the 

other hand a more passive and invisible way of being impartial, in which such an 

ethic is tied into everything that is broadcast, in terms of an overall, editorially 

balance of coverage and opinion.  When this does manifest itself visibly it is 

usual in the context of chaired debates eg Question Time. 

 

There is variety in the impartiality of different platforms 

The discussions we had about different platforms highlighted a number of 

contradictory feelings towards television and radio. On one hand, TV was seen as 

being impartial given that you can see things for yourself (again seen most 

obviously in news reporting), but there was some recognition that this in itself 

makes this a medium susceptible to manipulative, emotive editing (again news 

but also more broadly in current affairs and specialist factual). Radio was 

thought to be more factual than TV but that bias can occur when you can’t see 

what is going on. Internet was considered to be the most impartial platform 

overall (predominantly rooted in its enormous breadth and the fact that it seems 

impersonal), whereas print media was understood to be and accepted as being, 

on the whole, partisan. 
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In general, the BBC is seen as impartial 

This is true of most of the people we spoke to, as judged from both a corporate 

perspective, as a public service broadcaster funded by licence fees, and from its 

output, not only news but the provision of specialist channels across platforms 

such as 1Xtra, Asian Network, Cbeebies. For the most part, the BBC’s impartiality 

is invisible, bound in and implicit in what is covered in its news output, and is 

only apparent when perceived to be absent or through its representation of race 

across its employees or output. Again, for the ‘white majority’, they felt that the 

BBC had gone ‘too far’ in its over-representation of racial minorities in its 

‘mainstream’ output eg TV news (both local and national.)  Geographical bias 

was felt to be most acute, with most respondents outside South East of England 

feeling under-represented. 

 

The BBC must strive to be impartial 

The audience felt that this should be the case in terms of both who it is – being  

representative of the nation funding it – and what it does, across all its output 

but especially in key genres such as news, current and consumer affairs, 

documentaries, and children’s programming. The BBC should act for the common 

good of the nation. 
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3.  Research Findings 

 

This chapter contains an analysis of all the stages of the qualitative research 

project, as described in Section 1.2. These fit into four sections: 

 

− The Concept of Impartiality 

− Impartiality in the Modern Media 

− Impartiality and the BBC 

− The Future for BBC Impartiality 

 

3.1  The Concept of Impartiality 

 

On embarking upon our journey, we initially anticipated a struggle to deeply 

discuss and explore the concept of impartiality. It is a complex concept and one 

which is not part of a common, everyday lexicon. It was seen as having an 

academic or legal air to it.  

 

“In football, it’d be ‘unbiased’, but if you were in law or big business it’d 

be impartial…more academic” Male, York 

 

However, with only a few exceptions, most of the respondents we spoke to were 

able to fully take part in conversations about the concept. These conversations 

served to highlight the magnitude of the density of impartiality, and 

unfortunately there was no convenient and consensual definition with which to 

work. It was apparent that the concept is laden with a range of tensions and 

paradoxes, for example: 

− fixed vs. ever-changing 

− absolute vs. relative 

− value-less vs. value-laden 

− pure vs. impure 
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− natural vs. artificial 

− genuine vs. imposed 

− a strength vs. a weakness 

− signifies leadership vs. signifies subservience 

− passive vs. active 

− boring vs. exciting 

 

To illustrate further, on the last tension, some felt that impartiality meant not 

having an opinion of your own and therefore never being outspoken, which was 

seen as rather dull, whereas others pointed out that impartiality can be a way of 

getting at the ‘truth’ and that it felt exciting to see a broadcaster, for example, 

interrogating ‘both sides’ of the debate. Further to this point there was also 

debate over if, when a broadcaster such as Jeremy Paxman gets ‘heated’ with 

his interviewee on Newsnight, he is being impartial because he wants to get to 

the truth, or partial because he strongly believes that unearthing the truth is 

important. 

 

Beyond the paradoxes, however, it seems that impartiality is made up of three 

core elements: neutrality, open-mindedness, and distance. 

 

a) Neutrality 

A number of words were used as interchangeable descriptors of 

impartiality, including fairness, unbiased, and balanced, but overall 

neutrality was at the core of impartiality. It was taken to mean not having 

a particular point of view, but instead remaining on the outside of ongoing 

debate or opinion. Often it is seen in the context of offering a forum for a 

range of people’s views, the ultimate point of which is to uncover the 

‘truth’ of a matter. Interestingly, sometimes this process of unearthing the 

truth is one that yields facts, for example in consumer affairs. However, 
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on occasions, the endpoint could be an opinion, in which case impartiality 

was considered to have been lost, for example a judge in a trial. 

 

b) Open-mindedness 

This was seen as an attitude that is fundamental to impartiality and is a 

key support for perceptions of neutrality. It is characterised by treating 

each situation on its merits, regardless of previous experience or 

circumstantial evidence. Importantly, open-mindedness must be 

consistent and maintained over time to achieve impartiality. 

 

c) Distance 

Distance was seen as being a key and invaluable feature of impartiality. 

Whilst this relates to the idea of neutrality and being removed from 

ongoing debate and opinion, it is somewhat richer and more complex. 

Distance was talked about in this metaphorical sense but also in terms of 

physical distance. For example, when broadcasters are reporting news, 

impartiality can be helped by being physically separated from the issue.  

(Inevitably, in the context, of news there was discussion about actually 

having news presenters – as distinct from the reporters – actually out in 

the field.  Was there enough distance? 

 

However, there was some debate on this notion: whilst the dominant view 

was that distance was a good thing in this context, offering an opportunity 

for some perspective and taking the raw emotion out of the equation, 

there was also some belief that closeness is more real and that 

impartiality is best achieved through showing this rawness, stripped of 

editing, which can be subject to bias. 

 

Aside from these core elements, it was found that certain qualities support 

perceptions of impartiality: 
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− Independence 

− Honesty 

− Integrity 

− Consistency 

− Formality 

 

Such qualities also contribute toward a sense of trust. 

 

A number of key societal structures were associated with impartiality. These 

included the law, the media, public services, charities and public bodies. It is 

here that impartiality is most valued and seen as most important, offering and 

encouraging trust and security: features that make up civilised societies. 

 

Interestingly, when asked to name individuals they perceived to be impartial, 

respondents instinctively named not specific individuals but rather names of the 

professions performed by individuals, usually those working for impartial 

organisations, such as doctors, newsreaders and police. Many believed that it 

was impossible for an individual to be impartial and that it was more a feature of 

the jobs or roles they perform. In this way, impartiality runs counter to 

fundamental human instincts and it is natural for everyone to have their own 

opinion on a given issue or situation, but it is often required that these be 

suspended in the pursuit of a particular job. 

 

“I don’t think people are generally impartial…on much really…at the end 

of the day people have got their own views and their own opinions…you 

can be made to be impartial…if it’s your job to be” Female, York 

 

Impartiality, therefore, is a tool in the pursuit of the ‘common good’, integral to 

the development of civilised democracies, typically via the structures in which it 

is enshrined. It is a means to an end rather than an end in itself. The 
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unfortunate consequence of this is that organisations that require impartiality 

from its people risk their reputations on and can be undermined by the natural 

partiality of their employees. In support of this, people were quick to quote 

stories about ‘crooked judges’ or ‘bent coppers’.  

 

“There are so many (judges) who are corrupt it shows you are generally 

not an impartial thing, it’s something that’s forced upon you really” 

Female, York 

 

For all impartial organisations, a major priority, therefore, is to find ways of 

successfully ensuring that their employees protect their impartiality. 

 

3.1.1 Is impartiality a fixed concept? 

 

In working toward a common good, impartiality restricts the subjects that can be 

discussed and the views that are acceptable. Its shape will be impacted on by 

notions of accepted wisdom, right and wrong, good and evil. Yet who determines 

what these values are or should be? There is no simple answer. There was an 

understanding that whilst the function of impartiality is fixed, its manifestations 

will evolve and develop iteratively, and its interpretation and evolution will be 

influenced by a number of factors. 

 

a) Events 

The research took place at a time when world events were having a 

powerful effect on people. The Israel-Hezbollah conflict and a thwarted 

air-bomb plot by Muslim extremists in London were receiving heavy news 

coverage. In many ways this had highlighted the issue of impartiality and 

its importance in news coverage, with a number of respondents 

disagreeing over how impartial some of the coverage had been (and this 

covered broadcasters including BBC and Channel 4). This demonstrated 
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just how important impartiality was to people especially in news; they 

wanted accurate and impartial information relating to these stories, and to 

hear a balance of different views in order to make up their own mind on 

what they themselves thought. 

 

b) Technology 

The growth of the internet was seen as an opportunity for people to 

express and share their own views with a wider community, to explore 

and understand more about the things that interest them and to gather 

information from an infinite number of sources. This felt like a tremendous 

change: the learning and exploration of information are now in their own 

hands. In this context the BBC website was seen to be a major source of 

respected information – from what we saw the BBC is a powerful force on 

the internet. 

 

Google was seen as a great facilitator of this new activity placing power in 

the hands of the individual.  Impartiality is an implicit part of the Google 

brand.  It was interesting to note how its recently publicised alliance with 

the Chinese government  was undermining these perceptions. 

 

c) Politics 

Political affairs affect people most powerfully and perceptions of the 

political climate and the political issues of the moment will inevitably affect 

the way impartiality is perceived. At the time of the research, many 

respondents voiced scepticism at the current Blair government, its role in 

the war on Iraq, its ongoing relationship with the US administration, and 

also domestic politics such as the state of the NHS. In general there were 

misgivings about politics per se; whose interests does it really serve? And 

where does power really lie? 
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When seen in the context of the changes in technology this disaffection 

with politics, and indeed other traditional organs of power, has 

encouraged people online making all the powerful those brands and 

services that enable people to find ‘the truth’ on their own.  Although not 

a ‘search engine’ per se, the BBC website is again seen as a positive force 

in this light. 

 

d) Social and Cultural Change 

Changes in the composition of the British population, driven by 

immigration and structural shifts (such as ageing, birth rates etc) manifest 

in terms of greater cultural diversity and complexity. There were a number 

of discussions about British-ness, and it was clear that people are quite 

aware of their own identities, with varying degrees of understanding those 

of others. For example, a community of Glaswegian Afro-Caribbean 

women identified themselves very strongly as being British and yet felt 

that they were perceived by others to be a self-contained community. 

 

“I class myself as a British Asian cos I was born here, I was 

educated here, my roots are here” Male, Asian, London 

 

The factors shaping impartiality seem more complex now than ever before; once, 

in a bi-polar, mono-cultural Britain, impartiality was evolved through a political 

dialectic between a left and a right. Today’s increasingly ethnically diverse Britain 

represents a multi-polar world in which impartiality seems to evolve through an 

ongoing negotiation between a number of different interest groups. 

 

“I know that values change…I think you have to constantly establish what 

it means to be impartial…in a particular era” Male, Glasgow 
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It was felt that the quest for impartiality in this increasingly diverse society had 

prompted an age of political correctness. For some this was acknowledged to be 

a good thing, creating an atmosphere of respect and inclusion for minorities. This 

was acknowledged by the minority groups we spoke to. For many, however, this 

was seen as a trend orchestrated by government and the media, with impartiality 

a key part of the agenda. For the majority of these people, political correctness 

was perceived as having gone ‘too far’, to the extent that it could almost be seen 

as a symbol of bias in itself, in the form of positive discrimination. 

 

“Don’t be PC for the sake of it.  It’s gone barmy hasn’t it?  Ridiculous.” 

Male, West Midlands 

 

There was a worry that, when taken to extremes, political correctness is a 

restrictive mindset, preventing free expression and debate and diluting comedy 

and entertainment. For the white majority of Britain, this can provoke a feeling of 

disenfranchisement, in that the views and responses of minorities are often 

taken into account more than their own, and there was a prominent ‘whose 

country is this?’ attitude. This feeling was more evident outside of London, 

possibly due to these minorities being less visible, and this was again buttressed 

by the fact that the government, the law, and the media are predominantly 

based in London. 

 

“I think there’s a limit to everything and there’s common sense…you can’t 

say blackboard anymore you’ve got to say chalk board…I mean for f*ck’s 

sake” Male, London 

 

Overall, then, it seemed as though as impartiality evolves, its shape is moulded 

more by those at the margins, testing and questioning the boundaries of 

acceptability, and these are understood to be, in general, minorities. 

Furthermore, it also seems apparent that these influential minorities are the ones 
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who are most vocal. The white majority are perhaps less mobilised and lacking a 

singular voice and, as a consequence, can be less audible. 

 

“I suppose the Afro-Caribbean culture…are quiet people who don’t talk up 

enough and that’s probably why, unlike the Muslim community etc, we’re 

always left behind” Female, Glasgow  

 

3.1.2 The Concept of Impartiality - Summary 

 

In summary, impartiality is a highly complex and constantly evolving concept, 

impacted on by social and cultural changes, politics, worldwide and domestic 

events, and advances in technology, among other factors. Whilst its shape may 

evolve over time, the core elements are perceived to be neutrality, open-

mindedness and distance, with an aim of providing trustworthy and accurate 

information and encouraging an atmosphere of inclusion and respect. 

Impartiality should work toward a common good and in that way is a means to 

end rather than an end in itself. The main challenge for impartiality is to seek to 

balance a number of relevant dimensions: 

 

− Self-expression – Social good 

− Independence – The State 

− Social openness – Greater control 

− Active health – Slothful indulgence 

− Money – Spirit 

− Capitalism is ‘good’ – Capitalism is ‘bad’ 

− Moderation – Extremism 

− Science – Religion 

− Industrialisation – Environment 

− Facts – Emotions 

− The surface – Beneath the surface 
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These are the main axes and the ongoing challenge is to find the points in which 

the boundaries of acceptability lie, exploring what represents the ‘common good’. 
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3.2  Impartiality and the Modern Media 

 

Broadly speaking, media organisations (with the exceptions of those limited to 

print) were expected to be impartial once all of their activities and output are 

taken into consideration. Respondents acknowledged that it was, in reality, a 

difficult thing to assess: it is uncommon to have a ‘helicopter’ view of the entire 

activity of an organisation. 

 

“I mean I’ve never really thought about it before.  But yes I suppose you 

would expect them to be impartial overall.  But you’re never going to 

know…” Male, Brighton 

 

However, people are intelligent enough to know that it matters more at certain 

times and in certain key areas. 

 

Firstly, the importance of impartiality within a media organisation varies 

according to the different functions of its output. 

 

Information 

In the provision of information, impartiality is seen as massively important. 

Conversations about impartiality within the groups would usually gravitate 

towards news and current affairs, and it was here that impartiality was thought 

to be crucial, in all media providers, all output and across all platforms. Time and 

again people made reference to only wanting the facts so they could make up 

their own minds. 

 

“I think it’s important just to be given the facts so you can make your own 

opinion” Female, York 
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Impartiality was seen to ensure the accurate and trustworthy provision of 

information. This was also the case with consumer affairs as once again this is 

information that has the potential to directly affect them eg Watchdog.  

 

Impartiality also extends into ensuring a balanced and representative agenda, for 

example in covering issues and providing content that is relevant to a range of 

communities, whether these be racial, religious, geographical, or otherwise. 

Local TV news (including both BBC and ITV) was seen as very good at this – 

generally representing the diversity of their community.  This was particularly 

voiced by the ethnic minority groups we talked to and indeed this appeared to 

be, for them, a highly important and visible form of impartiality. 

 

Entertainment 

Here, impartiality was seen as far less important than in any other form of 

output. Overall, respondents found it very difficult to discuss impartiality in the 

context of entertainment such as drama and comedy because it wasn’t relevant 

and they couldn’t see the value/benefit.  To them the concept did not relate well 

to these genres, and if they did apply it, it was usually in reference to particular 

characters’ opinions or behaviour rather than to pieces as a whole.  

 

“Comedy is entertainment, Drama is entertainment…but News I think’s 

gotta take a balanced view” Male, Glasgow 

 

A lot of entertainment was seen as partial and indeed it is this feature that 

makes it interesting.  In the research, Little Britain was the most often quoted 

and discussed comedy as it was seen to ‘sail so close to the wind’, dealing as it 

does with exaggerated stereotypes which could easily be perceived to be very 

‘biased’ against the groups in question.   Broadly speaking, any complaints about 

Little Britain in the groups were from a ‘taste and decency’ perspective not one 

of any undue bias.  In many ways people were pleased at how un-PC it was.  
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Stepping back, however, people expect this partiality to be ironed out over the 

entire output, although again this is very difficult to judge. It was also important 

that different communities were represented and were given the chance to 

participate in entertainment, particularly comedy. This in itself is a form of 

impartiality, letting everyone take part. Asian comedy programmes such as The 

Kumars or Goodness Gracious Me were seen as good examples of this. Indeed, 

the ethnic minority groups we talked to felt it important to see people from their 

own community represented and taking part. 

 

Forums for Connection 

This is seen as a relatively new role for media, still very much in its infancy. Its 

evolution has been prompted by the rise of the internet and is linked to the 

resulting shift towards greater consumer power. In this role, media organisations 

act as facilitators rather than providers: offering spaces in which people can 

share and express their opinions (covering message boards on host sites and 

sites devoted solely for the purpose of airing and disseminating content eg 

MySpace and YouTube). 

 

In many ways this is a new form of impartiality for traditional media 

organisations (especially the BBC, given its significant role to many in 

cyberspace), in which they become ringmasters rather than gatekeepers. The 

rise of citizen journalism and blogging sites are examples of this facility in the 

increasingly digital media world, but more traditional analogue content also falls 

within this remit, such as radio phone-ins. However, there are a number of grey 

areas and challenges associated with this role. Moderating and editing these 

forums would be seen as undermining impartiality.  It is the rawness of allowing 

free debate and discussion to flow that is seen as the impartial ideal. This poses 

a challenge for an organisation like the BBC, which is bound to be impartial and 

whose behaviour and output, therefore, will be scrutinised accordingly. The 

challenge is to allow people to express their views whilst making sure that the 
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amount of coverage these views get is representative of the number of people 

who hold them.  

 

3.2.1 The importance of impartiality varies across genre 

 

News and Current Affairs 

Respondents were very clear that impartiality matters mos,t and is crucial for, 

news and current affairs, and that this should inform all such output. It is the 

most visible representation of the organisation and therefore acts as a 

spokesperson for its impartiality (and this is true across all broadcast media 

brands, covering the BBC, ITV and Channel 4). It should be reflected in terms of 

the stories that are covered, how they are covered, how they are presented and 

how they are debated. People are far more aware of impartiality within this 

genre. 

 

Within the genre, people have a good awareness that the importance of 

impartiality is a function of the different roles people play. As the frontline 

representative of the organisation, newsreaders, chairmen or news ‘anchors’ 

were expected, without exception, to be impartial (eg Huw Edwards, Jon Snow). 

Reporters out in the field, or investigative journalists, play a role of unearthing 

information and, although closer to the action, are expected to remain 

metaphorically distant, therefore impartial (John Simpson is one of the few they 

could name). Commentators have a degree of distance from the action and it is 

hoped that the information they bring to the table is impartial, yet it is 

understood this is not always necessarily the case. Guests/experts bring 

specialist knowledge but as they are not often employees or representatives of 

the organisation they are understood to have a particular viewpoint. Finally, 

‘opinion merchants’ are expected to have individual points of view which remain 

pretty much consistent over time (eg people know what they are getting if 

Jeremy Clarkson appears), 
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Behind all these figures, editors are expected to be the enforcers of impartiality 

and not spin doctors. People changing positions within this hierarchy can cause 

confusion and dilution of their level of perceived impartiality. For example, 

reporters who contribute to blogs and therefore become opinion merchants can 

undermine their impartial credentials and those of the organisation as a whole.  

 

Consumer Affairs 

Once again, impartiality was seen as being highly important. Again, this genre is 

all about the delivery of impartial facts and providing guidance, and therefore 

trust and integrity is eroded if impartiality is not ensured.  Watchdog really 

occupies the high ground in this instance, but it also is true of consumer 

elements of daytime magazine programmes eg This Morning.  They are expected 

to have the consumers’ (and not manufacturers’) interests at heart.  

 

Documentaries 

This was an interesting example, in which impartiality is again expected in the 

delivery of facts and information, but it was seen as acceptable for them to take 

a particular angle on the subject in question.  Indeed this is almost seen as the 

starting point of documentaries – ‘here is our point of view and here is why you 

should believe’.   This is a known construction of the majority of programmes in 

this genre from Panorama and Horizon to Tonight with Trevor McDonald.  

 

“Documentaries could get away with being partial but that is down to 

good investigative journalism…coming up with the facts and knowing that 

the facts are correct before they commit to it” Male, Glasgow 

 

Sport 

The importance of impartiality in sports output depended very much on the 

context. For example, if it was domestic sport then an unbiased approach was 
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demanded and expected from media organisations. However, when international 

teams were in action it was seen as acceptable for a degree of patriotism to be 

present. The biggest challenge, however, was when home nations play each 

other. In this instance, people were acutely aware of the issue of impartiality and 

are acutely aware of the smallest presence of bias. Respondents in Scotland 

expressed frustration at the perceived bias towards England, whereas those in 

England thought it ‘ridiculous’ that the  national anthem should not be played on 

Radio 1 in the name of impartiality during the recent World Cup. 

 

At a more local regional level (in both TV and radio) it was expected that they 

too would show a degree of bias but towards the ‘home’ team, but that this 

shouldn’t be myopic.  If a team was playing badly etc, it needed to be said.  

 

Entertainment 

As described above, respondents found it hard to relate impartiality to this genre. 

It was thought unreasonable to expect broadcasters to think in this way when 

creating entertainment.  

 

“When you’re talking about news you just want the facts…if you’re being 

entertained it’s a different matter” Males, West Midlands 

 

“Sometimes you need to be a bit partial to make something work and be 

funny” Males, West Midlands 

 

“Top Gear gets lots of complaints because it’s so un-PC but I think that 

most people can judge that the view put forward is Clarkson’s…I don’t 

think it needs to be stated” Male, Glasgow 
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Of course, fairness was expected in quizzes and competitions etc. but people 

thought that impartiality could work counter to the creation of good drama and 

comedy. 

 

In terms of drama, pieces are mostly rooted in the particular worldview of the 

writer(s) and therefore opinions are expected.  Spooks for example is seen to 

have a particular worldview about good and evil, and the morality involved in 

pursuing one’s particular objectives. 

 

In comedy, people thought it difficult and ultimately pointless for this to be 

impartial and that new and exciting comedy would be neutered by such an 

approach. Comedy usually has a target and it was felt that everyone should be 

this target and it should not consistently be one particular group. The boundaries 

of acceptability are of course blurry and there is no consensus, but in general it 

seemed that ethnic minorities, especially Asian, are not fair game (unless they 

are poking fun at themselves, as in The Kumars), but interestingly certain 

nationalities (eg the Germans!) are. (In practice, the detail of what is and isn’t 

OK would seem to be both rooted in culture and the particular news/political/etc 

landscape of the day.) 

 

In all entertainment, particularly comedy and drama, impartiality was expected 

when all the output was considered as a whole, rather than as individual pieces. 

 

3.2.2  The perception of impartiality varies across platforms 

 

Television 

As a medium, TV was generally thought to be impartial. This perception was 

based on the fact that you can ‘see things for yourself’. Others, however, felt 

that this same fact meant that it was better at manipulating emotions through 

imagery. Discussions seemed to highlight that TV’s role was increasingly 
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associated with entertainment and was therefore playing by those rules across 

more of its output; for example, with TV news becoming more entertainment in 

its news provision. 

 

Radio 

Again there was a lack of clarity: to some it was thought to be generally more 

pure and factual, therefore impartial, than TV. People naturally wanted to talk 

about speech radio and news rather than entertainment radio, again reflecting 

the fact that it is news where impartiality matters most. There were others, 

however, who felt that radio was susceptible to bias as, unlike TV, you can’t see 

what is going on. 

 

Newspapers 

Very simply, newspapers were almost expected to be partial, and this was widely 

accepted. Without the speed of responsiveness of other platforms in terms of 

providing news, newspapers were seen as having become more entertainment 

based. 

    

Internet 

Those who were users of the internet saw this as possibly the most impartial 

medium. This is because main sites, particularly news sites, can seem less 

authored (and this is largely true even for those sites that have a non-internet 

presence of which the BBC is clearly one). Due to the sheer scope of the 

internet, partiality is seen to even out over the whole medium. The internet is 

playing an increasingly bigger role as provider of news and information and 

therefore impartiality is expected. It benefits from the sheer volume and 

potential, and also the flexibility of access. TV and radio’s roles seemed to be 

becoming secondary for many. As a medium, the internet also provides the 

valued service of forums for connection, through blogging or ‘have your say’ 

news pages, and brands that are well known to deliver this service are praised 
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for it, from MySpace to bbc.co.uk. The priority is to remain true to the purpose of 

the offering (free speech and frank debate etc) and as such, a passive rather 

than active form of impartiality is required: openness, not editorialising. 

 

Overall, the main challenges for media organisations are how to ensure 

impartiality in areas where it is prized (e.g. information) when it is appearing on 

platforms where it is less prized (e.g. TV) and also how to protect their 

reputations for impartiality when consumers are increasingly using them as mere 

forums for connection. Fortunately, the audience seem sophisticated enough to 

understand that impartiality is difficult to achieve and that you can’t please 

everybody all of the time. It should be the aim of media organisations to 

continue to strive for impartiality. 

 

3.2.3 Understanding of impartiality within media varied across 

different groups 

 

Our research included discussions with a number of different communities: it was 

notable that some groups discussed the concept of impartiality with less certainty 

and ease than others. These differences were, however, informative and 

revealing, showing how approaches to impartiality were often couched in terms 

of one’s own community and the place of that community within the make-up of 

British society. Impartiality was most often seen, particularly for the ethnic 

minority groups we spoke to, in terms of representing all communities, be they 

racial or religious or geographic. 

 

For one particular group of Afro-Caribbean women in Glasgow, impartiality 

seemed a tricky concept to grasp. For them, impartiality and how it might be 

manifest within media was not immediately apparent. Over the whole group, 

however, it seemed that their view of impartiality was solely couched in terms of 

representing the different communities within Britain. As a community, they felt 
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under-represented in terms of programming for them and characters within 

drama and soaps. They believed that this under-representation was a symptom 

of their community being somewhat less vocal than other minority groups, such 

as Muslims, and as a result they tended to be overlooked in favour of those more 

vocal groups. Overall, there was a healthy sense of Britishness within their 

community, which consequently made it seem more important for them that an 

organisation such as the BBC should represent their number. Interestingly, for 

this group the representation of the diverse religious communities in Britain 

seemed less critical to impartiality within the media. As a predominantly Christian 

group they found it acceptable that the BBC should be founded on Christian 

principles, given that this was, traditionally, the nation’s religion. 

 

Other ethnic minority groups also felt that impartiality was highly important in 

representing their community. For some of these groups, however, the 

representation of their religion as well as their culture was central to their view of 

how impartiality should be manifest within the media. For example, one group of 

Asian women in the West Midlands saw it as important that their community was 

represented, but also that there was an understanding that there are a number 

of Asian communities within Britain. Whilst all these communities should be 

represented, it was felt that there needed to be education as to their differences. 

As these particular women were of the Hindu faith, they felt aggrieved that they 

were being branded as Muslims, and therefore under the microscope in light of 

the recent Muslim bombings and bomb plots. 

 

“I wanted to know who these terrorists were, exactly where they lived.  

We’re all labelled as one.  They keep saying ‘Asians’.  Obviously Al-Qaeda 

are Muslims, but we’re Sikhs and Hindus and we’re getting the backlash 

as well. They can’t just say ‘21 Pakis were arrested’.  They have to word it 

differently, but we need to know”  Asian Female, West Midlands 
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This group, and other minority groups, felt overall that whilst representation was 

a critical feature of impartiality, participation was also key. This was seen as 

particularly relevant to comedy, for example, with many feeling that all groups 

should be permitted and encouraged to take part, thus reducing the likelihood 

that those groups become the victims. 

 

“Goodness Gracious Me was funny…stereotypical Asians…taking the piss 

out of themselves” “they should do everyone, not just Asians, there 

should be something for everyone” Males, London 

 

These views of representation and participation for all communities within Britain 

were accepted and indeed mirrored by the white groups we spoke to, 

representing the majority of the UK’s population. For these groups, however, the 

front of mind relation of impartiality to media was in providing unbiased 

information through News and Current Affairs output. There was a view that 

impartiality, although a force for the common good, could prompt political 

correctness, which was perceived by most as having ‘gone too far’, and in some 

cases could stand in the way of thorough factual reporting.  

 

“I think the BBC is too politically correct. The BBC were saying: ‘21 

men have been arrested’ and I thought, ‘what’s happening?’ So I 

flicked over to Sky, and it says, ‘21 Asian men have been arrested’.  

Other news channels tell you what you need to know, they don’t hide 

it” White male, West Midlands 

 

This manifestation of impartiality was seen as a bias towards ethnic minorities, 

through positive discrimination, leaving the white majority feeling less like the 

majority. Interestingly, even some of the ethnic minority groups we spoke to felt 

that political correctness had gone too far and had in some cases overtaken 

common sense. For some within these groups, the underpinning ethic of political 
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correctness was a good thing but it had become something that only the white, 

middle classes were too concerned with.  

 

Aside from racial and religious representation, geographical representation was 

also seen as a critical feature of impartiality within the media. A group of white 

males in Glasgow claimed that as Scots they did not strongly associate 

themselves with being particularly British, perhaps as a result of devolved 

governmental authority. This was somewhat heightened by a feeling that the 

BBC, as the British public service broadcaster, has a bias towards England, first 

and foremost, and then to London. Despite having BBC Scotland services in 

television and radio, this was felt to be insufficient and that more should be done 

to incorporate Scottish affairs into UK-wide broadcasting. Similar feelings were 

also evident in groups conducted in Wales and Northern Ireland. 

 

Representation of regional communities was a big theme wherever we went. 

Those from the North of England, for example, perceived an acute North-South 

divide, with a bias towards the latter. The BBC’s homeland was seen to be 

London and that was reflected in the programming, the news coverage, and in 

representatives of the organisation, such as newsreaders and presenters. Again, 

regional BBC services were not seen as sufficient: regional communities should 

also be represented more at a national level. 
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3.3  Impartiality and the BBC 

 

Broadly speaking, the majority of respondents we spoke to shared a view on the 

BBC’s values. In line with previous studies, they associated the BBC with being 

traditional and reliable, but perhaps more importantly informative, educational, 

and entertaining. For some there was also a perception of the BBC as being fresh 

and creative, with a multi-racial side emerging through stations like the Asian 

Network and 1Xtra.  

 

“BBC have gone more diverse…you’ve got the Asian Network…you even 

get some of the Asian DJs on Radio1 so it shows how much they’re 

getting out there” Male, Asian, London 

 

The Asian groups we spoke to were very positive about this fresh, multi-racial 

approach and appreciated the content developed specifically for them. The 

perception of the BBC’s impartiality, however, was somewhat more variable and 

was the value most debated. In general it was those who professed to liking the 

BBC who found it to be impartial, and vice versa. It tended to be the older, more 

middle class, white respondents who were the most positive about the BBC 

overall, although it was notable that this was not exclusively the case. Indeed, 

the majority amongst the non-white groups we spoke to also held the BBC, as a 

whole, in high regard. To them it represented a key part of being British and 

therefore something they respected, strongly identifying as they did with being 

British themselves. 

 

The BBC’s impartiality was seemingly judged from two different perspectives, 

firstly from a corporate perspective, which seemed to be the dominant approach, 

and secondly via its output. In terms of the former approach, the BBC was 

appreciated as a part of the British establishment (a word often used in 

conjunction with the organisation): as the public service broadcaster. People 
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have a long history with it and often a lifelong relationship. Doubts about its 

impartiality were often brought down to questions over its independence and its 

complex relationship with the government. For many, the ‘partialising’ influences 

of government and the commercial market cancelled each other out and the BBC 

was left as seeming no more or less impartial than any other broadcaster.  

 

BBC impartiality was also judged by its output, and it was from this angle that 

most of the energy and dynamism is rooted. This is what the respondents know 

best, they have closer personal relationships with its content than anything else. 

They saw evidence of its impartiality based in its diverse offerings and each 

person approaches this judgement though their own unique relationship and 

experience with the organisation. For example, some experienced the BBC 

through the main website, some through particular channels such as 1Xtra or 

CBeebies, whilst others approached through specific pieces of content such as 

Little Britain, Top Gear, or Panorama. In terms of content, however, it is News 

that disproportionately drives perceptions of the BBC’s impartiality. Again, it is 

the genre where it is most valued and people first and foremost want to be given 

accurate and reliable facts. It is where the true colours of the organisation as a 

whole are shown. Impartiality in News seemed more important to perceptions of 

the BBC than for any other broadcaster. This was largely based on the fact that 

as licence fee payers, people felt entitled to such an unbiased presentation of the 

facts. More than any other area or genre, impartiality only seemed an issue in 

News or Current Affairs when it was seen to be absent. 

 

“Everybody in this country pays for the BBC, therefore we’re entitled to 

impartiality and balanced news broadcasting” Male, London 

 

Away from News or Current Affairs, respondents found it considerably harder to 

assess the BBC’s impartiality. We provided stimuli in the form of video clips, but 

it seemed that it was a concept that was hard to relate to other forms of output. 
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Indeed, when shown clips of documentaries using scientific ‘proof’ to back up 

their arguments, these were taken as hard fact with no question that counter 

arguments and data might exist. Once again, in terms of entertainment such as 

Drama and Comedy, impartiality was seen as largely irrelevant. With discussion, 

however, we were able to assess their views of BBC impartiality by genre. 

 

New and Current Affairs 

In general impartiality was perceived to be very strong and the BBC’s reputation 

was seen to be characterised by respected and fine journalism. This was 

appreciated in terms of both domestic and global coverage.  

 

“I like the BBC news…they do try to show both sides of the argument, as 

it were” Female, Birmingham 

 

 

Although in a minority, those who were anti-BBC often cited their news as 

evidence of their partiality. At the time of research, the Israeli-Hezbollah conflict 

loomed large in the news and for these people the BBC coverage was used as an 

argument as to its lack of impartiality, claiming a pro-Arab stance was evident in 

its output when compared to other broadcasters. 

 

Consumer Affairs 

This was generally thought to be impartial and Watchdog, for example, was 

thought of as a reliable and useful source of information. Interestingly, Top Gear 

was no longer seen as a consumer affairs programme, rather as pure 

entertainment and therefore impartiality seemed no longer relevant.  

 

Documentaries 

Again, these are seen as being impartial, on the whole. This is dependent on the 

subject matter but benefits are brought from the BBC’s reputation for journalism: 
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they are seen as being more reliable because of this. Furthermore, if they 

contained ‘facts’ these were seen as being truthful, if these facts were scientific 

this effect they were even more convincing. Taken to the extreme, if David 

Attenborough was involved then the content seemed even more likely to be 

based on solid fact. 

 

Sport 

As previously noted, the BBC’s World Cup coverage struck a nerve for being 

strongly patriotic, and to some blindly jingoistic, and this was especially 

unpopular outside of England. Ian Wright’s behaviour, for example, was singled 

out as being unprofessional for taking partiality to explicit extremes. 

 

Entertainment 

Again, impartiality was not seen as relevant, but respondents were disposed to 

think that it was balanced and fair, taken as a whole. However, some of the 

minority groups would take issue with the insufficient amount of entertainment, 

drama, or comedy that was directly relevant to them. 

 

Across all these genres it is on the issue of race where BBC impartiality is more 

visible. It was appreciated in the context of both neutrality and open-

mindedness. This can be seen at a number of levels; in the casting of shows, for 

example in the employment of black newsreaders and presenters; in the 

channels offered, such as BBC Asian Network; and in the programming content 

offered, such as Goodness Gracious Me. These movements towards an 

acknowledgement of an increasingly multi-racial Britain were generally seen in a 

very positive light, changing with the nation.  

 

There were some dissenting voices, however, not because of these offerings 

specifically, but more concerned with an overall impression of political 

correctness over-informing the BBC’s decisions and output. This ranged from 
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white people complaining at the number of non-white programmes or 

presenters, to non-white groups complaining of tokenism or stereotyping in 

dramas (for example, too many black criminals). Indeed, most groups wanted 

more for ‘them’, whether these be Scots, old people, religious people, or black 

people. To illustrate, whilst people in some of our black groups acknowledged 

that more programmes relevant to them were being aired on the BBC, they felt 

that these were too often aired too late at night to be feasibly watched. 

 

Another source of disgruntlement was geographical bias. This was not seen as 

something being actively addressed by the BBC. Whilst local BBC programmes 

and services were suitable, they were not seen as sufficient. Almost everyone 

outside the South East of England had an axe to grind: those in the North felt it 

was all about the South, claiming ‘it’s all about London’, whilst those in Scotland 

felt it was all about the English, and those in the Midlands claiming it was all 

about the North and South of England. 

 

“Much of the coverage of Scottish affairs…is very much an after-

thought…very much London-centric…and even if you lived in England, 

very much a London bias” Male, Glasgow 

 

Taken as a whole, respondents felt very strongly that the BBC should be 

impartial. This view was based on what the BBC is. Given it is funded by the 

licence fee, the BBC should be representative of the nation and this should be 

true of the services it offers, and right through to the setting of its news agenda. 

This view of the BBC and impartiality was also based on what it does. 

Impartiality is important in those key genres of News and Current Affairs, as well 

as documentaries, consumer affairs, children’s programming etc, and this should 

be true of all platforms it operates on. This, however, is not all merely about 

meeting needs of the nation but also embracing its hopes and concerns. It was 

not seen as appropriate for the BBC to be actively campaigning on a given 
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subject, whether that be for a better NHS or for better school dinners, for 

example, but is was perfectly appropriate to supply facts or follow an individual 

on those campaigns. In this instance it is the view of that individual prompting 

the action, not the BBC’s. Those particular campaigns were seen as being a force 

for the ‘common good’ and therefore worth (implicitly) supporting. 

 

“When you say BBC News you actually think it’s the institution, whereas 

with Jamie Oliver you just think it’s Jamie Oliver” Male, London 

 

In further discussions we could see that people see impartiality as generally most 

important for the BBC brands that are most central to its reputation, and also 

have news as a key part of their offering, relating back to the relationship 

between impartiality and genre. For example: 

− BBC One – Impartiality is critical because it is still the BBC’s flagship 

channel, therefore the most prominent representative of the organisation 

as a whole. It remains a key source of news 

− BBC News 24 – A news agenda means that again impartiality is critical 

− bbc.co.uk – this is increasingly used as a main new source and is 

therefore becoming more important to the BBC’s brand and its news 

reputation 

− Radio 4 – For many opinion formers this is the bastion of traditional BBC 

news values, in news and beyond. Thus it is imperative impartiality is 

actively maintained 

− Five Live – With a reputation for sport and news coverage and topical 

phone-ins, it plays a role in offering forums for connection and therefore 

impartiality is both necessary and a challenge 

 

With brands further from the core of the BBC and those with traditionally with 

less news content, there is more latitude. 
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− CBeebies/CBBC – No news, but there was a general sense that the 

world of children needs to be impartial to protect them 

− Radio 2 – News recessive and thus impartiality seems less important 

here. Some valued Terry Wogan’s wry commentary on the news but 

acknowledged that these were his views rather than those of the BBC 

− Radio 1 – News recessive, but is known for presenting facts, such as 

revision tips, and this needs maintaining 

− Radio 3 – As this is predominantly about music, rather than news, the 

issue of impartiality was not seen to be relevant 

− BBC Four – There was little awareness or understanding of the brand, 

suggesting the boundaries could be tested 

− BBC Three – Has a reputation for comedy which runs counter to 

impartiality and therefore it is irrelevant and would be counter productive 

 

Overall, people do not want a one-size-fits-all approach to impartiality for the 

BBC. Remaining impartial is not the main point of the organisation, its remit is to 

educate, inform and entertain. However, it is a factor which has to be considered 

in both strategic or executional decisions. The scope and variety in the BBC’s 

offerings instead requires a more tailored approach to impartiality, by sub-brand 

or genre. 
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3.4 A Future for BBC Impartiality 

 

On setting out on this project, our objective was to get a steer on how the 

audience thought the BBC should approach impartiality in the future. As we have 

seen, impartiality was seen by the audience as an essential part of the BBC, 

rooted in what it is and what it does. Although its relative importance and how it 

manifests itself varies across a number of variables – genre, sub-brand/channel, 

platform etc - it is seen as something that should inform and be factored into all 

of its activities. It remains highly prized by the audience, and despite scepticism 

about the existence of ‘the truth’ and the surfacing of citizen journalists, for the 

majority it is a highly valued asset and the biggest weapon in the BBC’s arsenal. 

It sets it apart from all other broadcasters and gives it a strong reputation the 

world over. Thus, it should be maintained at all costs, especially in those key 

areas such as News and Current Affairs.  

 

The point of the BBC, however, was not seen to be impartiality. Like other multi-

media organisations, the audience is looking to it to fulfil its needs for 

information (part of which is education, according to these people), 

entertainment, and also forums for connection. In fulfilling these needs it is 

expected to act as a positive influencing factor and in the favour of the common 

good, and impartiality should inform this rather than hinder it, as many believed 

political correctness was doing.  

 

The research suggests that in an increasingly complex world, with ever changing 

social, cultural and political factors, there is a growing challenge for the BBC in 

defining the ‘common good’. The expectations and capabilities of media 

organisations are evolving alongside digital technology and this will only 

continue. The trick is to develop a set of guidelines, almost independent of time, 

that can help inform BBC impartiality in the long term. 
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3.4.1 An Audience Magna Carta for BBC Impartiality 

 

The final stage of our research involved bringing together a diverse set of 

respondents, in terms of race, age, gender and SEG, to collectively work towards 

formulating a ‘Magna Carta for BBC Impartiality’. In doing this, we discussed 

further many of the issues and debates that we had previously had throughout 

our research and which have been recorded in this report. Specifically, we asked 

them to think of their ‘do’s and don’ts’ for the BBC with regard to impartiality and 

together they worked out their final list, reflecting their consensus on these 

strategic recommendations. This, in their exact words, is the result: 

 

1. Make sure all programmes are made truthfully and honestly 

2. Give a clear and balanced view 

3. More programmes which appeal to a diverse range of people 

4. Use the best qualified/experienced person for the job 

5. Challenging debates involving the general public 

6. Programmes about people from all walks of life 

7. Do not be PC for the sake of it 

8. Do not be impartial for the sake of it 

9. Make sure educational programmes are shown at reasonable times so that 

they can be accessed by all 

 

This Magna Carta reflects a number, but not all, of the themes and debates that 

occurred throughout the whole course of research. It highlights that impartiality 

is evident in what the BBC does, how it does it, for whom it does it, and indeed 

who does it. It also reflects that impartiality is a means to an end, not an end in 

itself and should be tailored to the specific nature output (e.g. point 8). 

 

Based on what we have seen and heard from the audience as part of this 

research project, we also made a Magna Carta: 
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1. Impartiality is a means to an end, not an end in itself 

2. Impartiality must inform everything the BBC does 

3. Impartiality must not stand in the way of meeting key media needs, for 

example great comedy, or free and frank discussion 

4. Impartiality must remain central to the BBC’s provision of information 

5. BBC impartiality must work in favour of the common good 

6. In order to develop impartiality, the BBC needs to respect/respond to the 

opinions of the majority, perhaps more than vocal minorities 

7. Positive discrimination runs counter to people’s desire for impartiality 

8. The BBC should remain committed to the eternal quest for impartiality 
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3.4.2  Further Thoughts 

 

Conducting a piece of research such as this inevitably makes one particularly 

aware of the subject matter, and issues relating to it, in the world and one’s life 

beyond the project.  This was undoubtedly the case here.  One question that 

during the process we kept on coming back to was ‘who is defending/promoting 

the British way of life?’ 

 

In much of the work we have done for the BBC, in this project and beyond, we 

have been made starkly aware of the fact that a vast swathe of the British public 

– predominantly white, middle/lower class, hard working, tax paying, law abiding 

people for whom family, friends and country are the most important things - feel 

powerless in the face of social and cultural shifts they feel they have no power 

over. 

 

During this research this disenfranchisement seemed particularly acute.  The fact 

that the news was full of stories about immigration/immigrants…and in particular 

those who were planning to bomb trans-Atlantic jets was central to this.  

Specifically it seemed to have prompted a shift in some people, from wanting to 

promote what is important about the British way of life, to actively wanting to 

defend it. 

 

In many ways, this shift took the issue from being a ‘nice to have’ to being a 

major priority.  As such, this runs counter to a great deal of current/previous 

thinking that the West was heading towards a liberal, inclusive (and largely 

secular) future.  Under this ‘attack’ however, the question is who has the power 

and/or influence to do the ‘defending’? 

 

In answering this question, most people have drawn a blank.  Key institutions 

are seen as being either part of some sort of liberal conspiracy - eg 
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government/politicians, the media, concerned with the needs of minorities – or  

irrelevant eg the church. 

 

Against this backdrop there are definite calls for the BBC to stand up for the 

British way of life.  As we’ve seen, impartiality has to be seen in the context of a 

pursuit of the ‘common good’ and, to many, this is what the common good is.  

To them there is a real need for the shape of impartiality (on the BBC and, 

ideally, beyond) to shift accordingly with a clearer sense of right and wrong, 

good and bad, and what is best for the British (licence paying) people.  
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4  Appendix 

 

4.1 Sample Definitions 

 

In terms of respondents’ relationship with technology, the definitions were as 

follows: 

- ‘Tech laggards’ 

• either do not have multi-channel TV or have Freeview and watch the 

main analogue channels almost exclusively 

• do not have the internet at home 

• either do not have a mobile phone or have one but only use it for 

making calls 

- ‘Tech observers’ 

• have digital TV 

• have internet at home and use it for email/surfing but haven’t bought 

anything or listened/viewed any content 

• have mobile phone and regularly text 

-  ‘Tech participants’ 

• have digital TV and use the red button regularly 

• have the internet at home and have used it to buy things, keep blogs, 

listened/viewed downloaded content 

• Have texted/emailed TV/radio programmes 

 

In terms of people’s relationship with the BBC, all respondents were screened 

using the following question: “On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means extremely 

unfavourable and 10 means extremely favourable (or using any number in 

between) what is your general impression of the BBC?” 

They fit into the groups according to the following ratings: 

- Anti: ratings between 1-4 

- Indifferent: ratings between 5-6 
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- Fans: ratings between 7-10 

 

To assess the potential respondents’ feelings about BBC impartiality we hid 

‘impartiality’ within a battery of words.  We then asked them to say whether or 

not, in their opinion, these words applied to the BBC. 
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4.2 Stage A 

 

4.2.1 Stage A Sample 

 

4 x 1½ hour paired friendship depths 

1.  Couple, 25-34, C2DE, Tech laggards, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial 

2. Couple, 55-70, ABC1, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial, 

Ethnic minority (Black) 

3. Male, 18-24, C2DE, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

4. Female, 35-54, ABC1, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial 

 

4 x1½ hour x 6 person mini-group discussions 

1. Male, 25-34, ABC1, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC not impartial 

2. Male, 35-54, C2DE, Tech laggards, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

3. Female, 55-70, ABC1, Tech observers, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial 

4. Female, 18-24, C2DE, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial, Ethnic 

Minority (Asian) 

 

4.2.2 Stage A Pre-Task 

As a pre-task we asked respondents in the paired depths to fill out the following 

questionnaire. There was no pre-task for the mini-groups as we felt we needed 

to get a clear read on their unprepared views on the subject. 

 

1. Which three organisations do you think are very impartial? 

2. Which three individuals do you think are very impartial? 

3. Which three organisations do you think are not impartial at all? 

4. Which three individuals do you think are not impartial at all? 
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4.2.3 Stage A Discussion Guide 

 

Intro and Warm-up (0mins) 

 

• Welcome and thanks for coming 

• Adherence to MRS principles 

• Ask them to introduce each other (name, age, profession, family/living 

circumstances) 

• Can you think of someone you associate with having a strong opinion?  

• Why do you think his/her opinion is so strong? Does it influence how you 

feel about them? How? 

 

Explore the meaning of impartiality (15mins) 

  

Flip chart for word association exercise 

If I say impartiality what’s the first thing that springs to your mind? 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

• When was the last time you heard the word impartiality? If ever… 

• When was it used? 

• In what circumstances? 

 

Impartiality Mapping Exercise (List A) 

I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be seen to be 

linked to the word “impartial”.  I want you to help me understand what 

impartiality means a little bit better by having a look at those words first...   

• Which are the words that seem closest to your interpretation of 

impartiality? Why? 

• Which ones seem furthest from the definition? Why? 

• Which words would you use to replace the word impartiality? 
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• Do you think there is anything missing? 

• Which other word(s) would you add to the list? If any… 

• Why? 

    Take blank cards to write on any additional concepts emerged  

 

Tear-sheet Exercise  

We’ll now try to bring to life your idea of impartiality by using some images. 

You can choose any picture you like from this pile of magazines and tear 

them out. Once you have done that, we’ll go round and talk about the images 

you have chosen 

(Note for the moderator- If you want to highlight the chosen images with a 

post-it, that’d be very useful!) 

 

Thinking about our discussion so far… 

• Do you think impartiality exists?  

• Does it play a part in your everyday life? How? When?  

• Is it important to you?  

• Yes/No, Why? When? 

• How do you think it influences your relationships with other people? If it 

does… 

• Can you recall any episode in your life where impartiality was particularly 

important to you?  

 

Discuss organisations/people perceived as partial/impartial (35mins) 

 

*** 

Pre-task only 

Take blank cards and write on both partial and impartial organisations/people  

 

• Let’s go round the room and share what you have done… 
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• Who do you think are the most impartial organisations/people? 

• Why? What’s the evidence of them being impartial? 

• How important is their impartiality to your perception of them? 

• Are all the impartial ones equally impartial? Why? Why not? 

 

• Who do think are the most partial people/organisations? 

• Why? What’s the evidence of them being partial? 

• How important is their partiality to your perception of them? 

• Are all the partial ones equally partial? Why? Why not? 

 

*** 

Non Pre-task only 

Take blank cards and write on both partial and impartial organisations/people  

 

• Who do you associate with being impartial?  

• Why? What’s the evidence of them being impartial? 

• How important is their impartiality to your perception of them? 

• Are all the impartial equally impartial? Why? Why not? 

 

• Who do you associate with being partial? 

• Why? What’s the evidence of them being partial? 

• How important is their partiality to your perception of them? 

• Are all the partial equally partial? Why? Why not? 

 

*** 

 

Organizations/People perceived as partial vs. impartial (List B) 

• What do you think of these other organizations/people added to your list? 

• Where do they fit?  

• Why? 
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Mapping Exercise Partial vs. Impartial 

• Having all the cards on the table, I want you to split them into 

teams/organise them on a continuum from the most partial to the most 

impartial… 

• Why have you put them where you have? 

 

Partial Team/End 

• Who is the “best partial” of the group?  

• Why so? 

• Which are the values he/it is trying to defend?  

 

Impartial Team/End 

• Who is the “best impartial” of the group?  

• Why so? 

• Which are the values he/it is trying to guarantee?  

• What do you think is the advantage of being impartial? 

 

• Is there a grey area of organisations/people you’d say they are neither 

partial nor impartial?  

• Why so?  

 

Investigate the “areas” where impartiality is more important and the 

relative place of the media in this context (65mins) 

 

• Looking at the organisations/people we’ve just talked about, are there any 

major areas you can identify with being impartial/partial? 

• Discuss areas… 

 

List of groups where impartiality might be important (List C) 
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    Take blank cards and write on other areas possibly emerged      

 

For each area… 

• Why do you think impartiality might be important here? 

• Which values is it preserving in this specific area? 

• The worst case scenario. What would happen if impartiality didn’t 

exist/wasn’t safeguarded in these areas? How it could be addressed?   

• Do you think there are any commonalities in the way impartiality is 

preserved in each area? 

• Overall, which are the main values that impartiality safeguards across all 

the areas? 

 

Specifically for Media 

• Is it important for the media to be impartial? 

• Why? 

• Can you remember any episode where impartiality has/has not been 

clearly demonstrated?  

• Overall, do you think media should always be impartial? 

• Is it acceptable for media to be partial? 

• In which occasions? Why? 

• When did you think about this? 

 

Thanks and close (85mins) 

 

• If you had any guidance for a media organisation concerns with their 

impartiality, what would you say? 
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4.2.4 Stage A Stimuli 

 

 

 

 
 

Words on Cards for 
Impartiality Mapping Exercise 

 

• Neutrality 

• Fairness 

• Respect 

• Reassurance  

• Justice 

• Equality 

• Superiority  

• Moral 

• Honesty  

• Objectivity 

• Independence 

• Decency 

• Integrity  

• Detachment 

• Authority  

• Balance 

• Civility  

• Rules  

• Tolerant 

• Open-minded 

• Unbiased 

• Dispassionate 

• Even-handed 

• Accurate 
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• Truthful 

• Disinterested  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

B  List of organisations/people 
where partiality could be 
shown 

 

• The Salvation Army 

• Amnesty International 

• Al Qaeda 

• Fresh&Wild 

• The Independent 

• New Labour 

• Greenpeace 

• McDonalds 

• Nike 

• Equal Opportunities Commission  

• Cancer Research UK 

• Muslim Council for Britain 

• The Conservative Party  

• The Royal Family 

• Bob Geldof 

• Rowan Williams  

• George Galloway  

• The Pope 

• Steven Fry 

• Peter Tatchell 
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C  List of groups where 
impartiality might/might not 
be important 

 

• Media TV 

• Media On-line 

• Media Radio 

• Media Paper 

• Government  

• Police 

• The Law 

• United Nations 

• Anti-Trust Commission  

• Google 

• Citizens Advice Bureau 

• IOC 

• The Red Cross 
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4.3  Stage B 

 

4.3.1 Stage B Sample 

 

8 x 1½hr ‘Quad’ group discussions – recruited as friends or pairs of 

friend 

1.       Male, 18-24, C2DE, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial, Ethnic 

minority (Black) 

2. Male, 25-34, ABC1, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial  

3. Male, 35-54, C2DE, Tech laggards, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial 

4. Male, 55-70, ABC1, Tech laggards, BBC Fans, BBC impartial, Ethnic               

minority (Asian) 

5. Female, 18-24, ABC1, Tech participants, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial  

6. Female, 25-34, C2DE, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

7. Female, 35-54, ABC1, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC not impartial 

8. Female, 55-70, C2DE, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial 

 

 

4.3.2 Stage B Pre-Task 

Each respondent was asked to keep a ‘Points of View’ diary for the week before 

we spoke to them. In it, they wrote down all of the different ‘points of view’ they 

heard in the media (including organisational – Google, MySpace, BBC - and 

personal – Jeremy Clarkson, A Blogger) and also whose view it was, where they 

heard this ‘point of view’ and what they thought about it. This was so that they 

were warmed up in thinking about opinions and impartiality within the media 

they would normally consume. 
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4.3.3   Stage B Discussion Guide 

 

 

Intro and Warm-up (0mins) 

• Welcome and thanks for coming 

• Explain the purpose of the session (to give your opinion on the points of 

view circulating in the media) 

• Adherence to MRS principles 

• Ask them to introduce each other (each respondent to say the friend’s 

name, age, profession, family/living circumstances) 

• What’s your favourite TV programme? 

 

Explore why they chose the sources they did (10mins)  

• Let’s talk about your homework...did it make you think about something 

you hadn’t considered before? What was it? 

• What did you learn? If anything... 

• Do you think that people generally focus on the points of view expressed 

in the media? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• Is this something you usually pay attention to?  

• Yes/No, Why? 

• Now please take your diaries and go through the points of view heard 

over the week…any volunteer to start?  

o Rest of the respondents to add the best examples from their diaries 

Take blank cards and write on all the points of view they have heard. Moderator 

to split them in two groups “People” and “Organizations”  

 

Explore why they chose the sources they did 

• Overall did you always agree with the opinions you heard? How different 

are they from your own views? 
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• Could you say there were particular occasions when you have been more 

receptive to hear those points of view?  

o Probe for specific time of the day/week, media platforms, genres or 

subjects… 

• Do you think people around you (friends or family) would spot the same 

points of view? 

• Yes/No, Why? 

 

Explore role of People vs. Organizations 

• The cards are ordered in two groups, “People” and “Organizations”: how 

do you feel about this classification? 

• Do you think that people’s opinions should always be in tune with the 

view of the organisation they work for?  

• Yes/No Why? 

• Are there any specific areas/subjects where accord is necessary? 

(e.g. political issues, ethics…)  

• When is disagreement plausible instead? 

• Which points of view do you give the most weight to, People or 

Organisations? 

• Why? 

 

Mapping Exercise 

• The cards are ordered in two groups “People” and “Organisations”, would 

you organise this map differently? How? 

 

Explore alternatives…   

 

Put the additional cards with media points of view on the table (List A) 

• Do they change anything in the mapping?  

• Where do they fit? Would you organize the map differently? How? 
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Briefly explore impartiality 

• When you hear an opinion, is it always important for you to also hear 

other points of view on the same matter? 

• Yes/No Why?  

• Overall, do you think the opinions you have heard were impartial? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• What does being impartial mean to you?  

• Does impartiality matter to you? 

• Yes/No Why? 

 

Investigate genres/subjects where being impartial is/is not important     

(40mins)  

• Do you think there are some subjects where being impartial is more 

important than in others?  

• Which ones? Why? 

• Do you think there are specific genres where being impartial is more 

important?  

• Which ones? Why? 

Put cards with genres and subjects on the table (List B) 

  Mapping Exercise  

• Having all the cards on the table, I want you to organise them on a line 

o from where you think being impartial is less relevant  

o to where you think being impartial is more important… 

• Why have you put them where you have? 

 

For the most relevant subjects/genres  

• Can you recall any episode when impartiality has/has not been clearly 

demonstrated? 

• How can a partial point of view be articulated within this genre/subject? 
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• In the context of this specific subject/genre when would it be acceptable 

to be partial? Why? 

(Probe for “defense of a common/national interest”, “objective 

circumstances”, “general agreement”, etc…) 

• What would happen if impartiality didn’t exist/wasn’t safeguarded in this 

subject/genre? 

• What would impartial comedy/news & current affairs/coverage of 

environmental affairs coverage/law & order/etc… be like?  

o Any examples? 

 

Discuss the role of media organisations in the context of these points 

of view (60mins)  

• Is it possible for media organisations to be impartial? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• When a point of view is expressed through the media (e.g. on a TV 

channel/radio station), do you assume that is the organisation’s point of 

view?  

• Yes/No Why? 

• What role do you think media should play in the context of impartiality? 

• Do you think media should always guarantee impartiality? 

• Yes/No Why? How? 

• Do you think there are specific topics/subjects that should always require 

an impartial treatment?   

• Can you think about times/occasions where media should particularly 

safeguard impartiality? 

(Probe for time of the day/year, particular circumstances, etc…)  

• Do you believe that some audiences are more sensitive than others to 

impartiality?  

• Yes/No Why? 

• Which ones? 
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(Probe for Young vs. Adults/Ethnical Minorities/Religious Communities…)  

• Do you think media should always consider such differences? 

• Yes/No Why? When? 

• What should media practically do to safeguard impartiality for those 

audiences?  

 

Explore Media Platforms 

• Does impartiality vary across different media platforms? 

• Yes/No Why?  

(Probe for Paper, Radio station, TV channel, Website) 

• How does it vary? 

 

For each platform (Paper, Radio Station, TV channel, Website) 

• Can you recall a case when impartiality has/has not been clearly 

demonstrated? 

• If yes, what they should have done instead? 

• How can a Paper/Radio/TV/Website be impartial? 

(Probe for tonal treatments, order given to the information, schedule…)    

• Who’s the most impartial paper/radio/TV/website you can think of? 

• Why so impartial? 

 

Explore public vs. private broadcaster (e.g. SKY vs. BBC) 

• In the context of impartiality would you say there is a difference between 

a public and a private media broadcaster?  

• Yes/No Why?  

• What constitutes being impartial for a private broadcaster? 

• What constitutes being impartial for a public broadcaster? 

• Can you think about a media organisation that is more impartial than the 

others? Which one? Why? 
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Explore hopes and expectations of media organisation impartiality (80 

mins) 

• Ideally, what would you expect a media organisation to do to ensure 

impartiality? 

• Who do you expect to be always in the front line to safeguard 

impartiality?  

• What is the role you’d expect the BBC to play? 

• Do you think the BBC is impartial? 

• Yes/No Why?  

• If you had any guidance for the BBC concerning their impartiality, what 

would you say? 

Thanks and close (90 mins) 

 

 

4.3.4 Stage B Stimuli 

 

 

 

 
 

A  Additional points of view 
(People and Organizations)  
for remapping exercise 
   

• Google 

• Natasha Kaplinsky 

• Bono 

• David Cameron 

• Jonathan Ross 

• David Dimbleby  

• Jamie Oliver  

• Jenny Bond  

• Kristy Allsopp & Phil Spencer 

• BBC 
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• Jeremy Clarkson 

• Myspace 

• Alan Sugar  

• Piers Morgan 

• Sophie Raworth  

• Sarah Beeny 

• Jeremy Paxman  

• Andrew Marr  

• Alan Hansen 

• Jamie Oliver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

B  Genres/subjects/specific 
programmes where 
impartiality is/is not important 

• Newsnight 

• Songs of Praise 

• Bad Girls 

• News & Current affairs 

• Sport  

• Health 

• Education 

• Location Location Location 

• Panorama 

• Watchdog 

• Property Ladder  

• Dora the Explorer  

• T4 

• Comedy 
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• Coronation Street  

• Dragon's Den 

• Question Time 

• Law &  

• Big Brother  

• Blue Peter 

• Strictly Dance Fever  

• The environment 

• Heartbeat 

• Little Britain 
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4.4 Stage C 

 

4.4.1 Stage C Sample 

 

6 x 1½hr x 6 person mini-group discussions  

1.  Male, 55-70, ABC1, Tech laggards, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial  

2.  Male, 25-34, C2DE, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial, Ethnic 

     minority (Asian) 

3.  Male, 35-54, ABC1, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

4.  Female, 35-54, C2DE, Tech laggards, BBC Indifferent, BBC not impartial,     

     Ethnic minority (Black) 

5.  Female, 25-34, ABC1, Tech participants, Anti-BBC, BBC impartial 

6.  Female, 18-24, C2DE, Tech observers, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

 

4.4.2 Stage C Discussion Guide 

 

Intro and warm up (0mins)  

• Welcome and thanks for coming 

• Explain the purpose of the session (to talk about media) 

• Adherence to MRS principles 

• Each respondent to say name, age, profession, family/living circumstances 

• What’s your favourite TV channel and what do you like about it? 

 

Explore the current perception of the BBC (10mins) 

Flip chart for word association exercise 

• If I say BBC what’s the first thing that springs to your mind? 

 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

• What’s the TV programme you most associate with the BBC?  
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• Who’s the presenter you immediately associate with the BBC? 

 

Brand values Mapping Exercise. List A on the table, words for the BBC 

Note for the moderator- hold exploring in depth the word “impartial” 

- After probing List A keep with you the words “BBC” and “impartial” for 

exercise on page 3*  

I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be linked to the 

BBC.  I want you to help me understand if these words match/don’t match with 

your idea of the BBC 

• Ask to map those words around the BBC card… 

• Which words are felt to be closer to the BBC? Why? 

• Which ones don’t match at all with the BBC? Why? 

•  

Investigate the role of impartiality within the BBC (30mins)  

Put back on the table the card Impartial from List A  

Impartiality as a value 

• What do you think about the word “impartial”?  

• What does it exactly mean to you?  

Probe for 

o Open-minded- a space for all points of view? 

o Neutrality- sum of all points of view? 

o Detachment – absence of point of view? 

o else… 

• How does impartiality relate to other values? 

• Do you think impartiality is a value that can change across the time? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• In your opinion does impartiality relate to the community/ethnical 

minority/religion a person belongs to? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• How? 
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BBC and impartiality 

• Why did you put it where you put it? What evidence is there for BBC 

impartiality? 

• How does impartiality relate to BBC’s other values? 

• Has your view of this changed? 

• Yes/No Why? 

• Do you think the BBC should always be impartial? 

• Yes/No Why?  

• When would it be acceptable for the BBC to be partial? If anytime… 

(Probe for “defense of a national interest”, “objective circumstances”, etc…) 

• Can you think about times/occasions when the BBC should particularly 

safeguard impartiality?  

(Probe for time of the day/year, particular circumstances, etc…) 

 

Competitors and Impartiality  

• Does impartiality relate to other broadcasters?  

• Yes/No Why? 

• Which ones? 

o Probe for SKY/Fox/Channel4/NewsInternational... 

• Why do you think they should/shouldn’t guarantee impartiality?  

 

Explore impartiality across different BBC channels, specific 

programmes and talents (50mins) 

 

BBC Impartiality Mega Mapping 

Explore each set of stimulus independently and then probe for connections 

between them 

Take blank cards to write on stimulus that hasn’t been included 
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Put cards on the table with genres (List B) Leave cards on the table  

• Do you think there are some genres where being impartial is more important 

for the BBC than in others? Which ones? Why? 

• Do you think that being impartial in BBC News is more important than in 

other genres? Yes/No Why? When? 

• In which genres the fact of being/not being impartial doesn’t necessarily 

matter? 

 

Add cards with BBC TV channels, Radio Stations and websites (List C) Leave 

cards on the table 

•   Does the importance of impartiality vary across different parts of the BBC? 

• If Yes, How? Why?  

• Can you recall a case when impartiality has/has not been clearly   

demonstrated on BBC television/radio/website? Where? When? 

• What do you think about the co-participation in generating web content? 

o Probe for BBC Blogs and Forums 

• Do you think these new contents are more or less impartial? Why? 

• Having this last set of cards on the table, I want you to organise them on a 

line, from where you think being impartial is less relevant to where you think 

being impartial is more important… 

• Why have you put them where you have? 

• I want you now to take in the map the previous set of cards (List B), Where 

would you put them? Why?  

 

Add cards with BBC TV and radio programmes (List D) Leave cards on the table 

• Do you think some BBC TV and radio programmes are more or less impartial 

than others? 

• …Any examples? 
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• Having this last set of cards on the table, I want you to organise them on a 

line, from where you think being impartial is less relevant to where you think 

being impartial is more important… 

• Why have you put them where you have? 

• I want you now to take in the map the previous sets of cards (List B) and 

(List C), Where Would you put them? Why? 

 

Add cards with BBC TV and radio presenters (List E) Leave cards on the table 

• Do you think some BBC TV and radio presenters are more or less impartial 

than others? 

• …Any examples? 

• Having this last set of cards on the table, I want you to organise them on a 

line, from where you think being impartial is less relevant to where you think 

being impartial is more important… 

• Why have you put them where you have? 

• I want you now to take in the map the previous sets of cards (List B), (List 

C) and (List D) Where Would you put them? Why? 

 

Explore areas for BBC Impartiality tomorrow (80mins) 

• Do you think the BBC reflects British society as it is? 

• Does the ethnic composition of the BBC match with the country or there is 

something missing/misleading? 

o What do you think the BBC should be doing on this? 

• Does the BBC have bias towards gay people?   

o What do you think the BBC should be doing on this? If anything…  

• Does religion play a role within the BBC? Is it too Christian or Muslim or it 

doesn’t deliver religious points at all? 

o What’s your view on the role religion should play within the BBC?  

• Does the BBC try to be more modern/fresh/younger than the actual British 

society is?  
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o How do you think British society should be represented? 

• Do you think that the BBC is more English than British?  

o What would you suggest to the BBC on this? 

• If you had to suggest the 5 key beliefs that should inspire the work of BBC 

tomorrow what would you say? 

 

Thanks and close (90mins) 

 

4.4.3  Stage C Stimuli 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A  words for BBC for Brand value 
mapping exercise 
 

 
• Informative 
• Accessible 
• Reliable 
• British 
• Conventional 
• Christian 
• Relaxing 
• Intelligent 
• Biased 
• Funny 
• Memorable 
• Subversive 
• Trustworthy 
• Fascinating 
• Irreverent 
• Entertaining 
• Sexist 
• Original 
• Timeless 
• Surprising 
• Respectful  
• Involving 
• English  
• Traditional 
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• Motivating 
• True 
• Modern 
• Creative 
• Racist 
• Exciting 
• Impartial 
• Risk-taking 
• Multiracial  
• Interesting 
• Young 
• Unconventional 
• Old 
• Muslim 
• Democratic 
• Curious 
• Understanding  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

B  genres 
 

 
• Education 
• Lifestyle 
• Comedy 
• Kids 
• Drama 
• Music 
• Sport 
• Documentaries 
• Entertainment  
• Religion 
• Consumer Affairs 
• News 
• Currents affairs 
• Business 
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• BBC1 

 

C  BBC TV channels, Radio 
Stations, websites  

 

 

 
• BBC One 
• BBC Two 
• BBC Three 
• BBC Four 
• CBBC 
• BBCNews24 
• BBC Radio 1 
• 1Xtra 
• BBC Radio 2 
• BBC Radio 3 
• BBC Parliament 
• BBC Radio 4 
• 6 Music 
• BBC 7 
• CBeebies  
• BBCi (red button) 
• Five Live 
• Five Live Sport Extra 
• World Service 
• BBC  Asian Network 
• Ceefax 
• BBC local radio 
• BBC Home Page 
• BBC TV website 
• BBC Radio website 
• BBC Communicate website 
• BBC Whereilive website 
• BBC News website 
• BBC Sport website 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

D  BBC specific programmes 
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• Songs of Praise 
• Panorama 
• Watchdog 
• Dragon's Den 
• Question Time 
• Strictly Dance Fever  
• Blue Peter 
• Little Britain 
• University Challenge 
• Have I got news for you 
• Eastenders 
• 6 o’ clock news 
• Today on radio 4 
• 5Live Breakfast 
• Moral Maze 
• Balderdash and Piffle 
• Jeremy Vine 
• Casualty 
• Rogue Traders  
• MoTD  
• Heaven and Earth 
• Bleak House 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

E  BBC specific talents  
 

 
• Alan Sugar  
• Jenny Bond  
• Chris Evans 
• Jonathan Ross 
• David Dimbleby  
• Sophie Raworth  
• Jeremy Clarkson 
• Jeremy Paxman  
• John Humphreys  
• Piers Morgan 
• Terry Wogan 
• Jamie Oliver 
• Chris Moyles 
• Andrew Marr  
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• Natasha Kaplinsky 
• Andrew Neil 
• Nicky Campbell 
• Nick Broomfield 
• Eamonn Holmes 
• Bobby Moore 
• John Motson  
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4.5 Stage Da) 

 

4.5.1 Stage Da) Sample 

 

7 x 1½hr mini-group discussions 

…with groups split across special interest in 4 areas 

 

- News, current affairs, political 

1.  Male, 25-34, ABC1, Tech participants, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial  

2.  Female, 35-54, C2DE, Tech observers, BBC Fans, BBC impartial, Ethnic     

     minorities (Asian) 

- Drama, comedy and entertainment 

3.  Male, 35-54, ABC1, Tech observers, BBC Indifferent, BBC impartial    

4.  Female, 55-70, C2DE, Tech laggards, BBC Fans, BBC impartial   

- Consumer, factual 

5.  Male, 30-44, C2DE, Tech participants, BBC Indifferent, BBC not impartial  

6.  Female, 18-29, ABC1, Tech participants, BBC Fans, BBC impartial 

- Sport 

7.  Male, 25-39, C2DE, Tech participants, Anti-BBC, BBC not impartial, Asian    

     minority (Black) 

 

To recruit these particular respondents we asked “Which of the following subject 

areas would you say you had an active interest in – whether reading about them, 

watching/listening to TV and radio programmes about, searching online etc? 

- News, Current Affairs and Politics 

- Drama, Comedy and Entertainment 

- Consumer Affairs (programmes like Watchdog, You & Yours or Money Box 

on Radio 4 and Don’t get Done get Dom) and Special Interest (from 

nature & wildlife to technology) 

- Sport 
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4.5.2 Stage Da) Discussion Guide: News and Current Affairs Group 

 

Introductions and warm up (0mins)  

− Welcome and thanks for coming 

− Explain the purpose of the session (to talk about news and media) 

− Adherence to MRS principles 

− Each respondent to say name, age, profession, family/living circumstances 

− What’s your favourite news programme and what do you like about it? 

 

Explore current perceptions of the BBC and the role of impartiality 

within it (10mins) 

 

Flip chart for word association exercise 

− “If I say BBC what’s the first thing that springs to mind?” 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

Brand Values Mapping Exercise. List A words 

“I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be linked to the 

BBC”  

− Which words are felt to be more/less close to your perceptions of the BBC? 

Why? 

− What do you think about the word “impartial”?  

− What does it exactly mean to you? 

Probe for 

o Open-minded- a space for all points of view? 

o Neutrality- sum of all points of view? 

o Detachment – absence of a point of view? 

o Others? 
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Explore the meaning of impartiality in the context of News & Current 

Affairs (25 mins) 

 

− Does the meaning of impartiality vary in the context of a news programme? 

Yes/No, Why? 

− Is it important to be impartial in the news? Yes/No, Why? 

− What make news partial/impartial?   

o Probe for the order given to the information, tonal treatments, 

presenters, content  

− Do you think that impartiality in the news should matter for the BBC? Yes/No, 

Why? 

− Is there any particular BBC media channel where you think an impartial 

treatment in news is more important? Which one(s)? Why? 

o Probe for News on BBC1/BBC2/etc…/BBC Radio1/BBC 

Radio2/etc…/BBC website 

− Can you think about specific topics which should always require an impartial 

treatment from BBC news programmes? 

o Probe for internal/foreign politics, social issues, business, etc…  

− Can you think about any times/occasions when BBC news programmes 

should particularly safeguard impartiality?  

o Probe for time of the day/year, particular circumstances, etc… 

− When would it be acceptable for the BBC to be partial in the news, if at all? 

(Probe for “defense of a national interest”, “objective circumstances”, etc…) 

− Can you recall any examples where impartiality in the news has/has not been 

shown, across all the BBC platforms? 

− Why do you think it was so partial/impartial? What could have been done 

instead?    
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News Competitors and Impartiality  

− Does impartiality in news also relate to other broadcasters? Yes/No. Why? 

Which ones? 

− Can you think about any non-BBC news programme where impartiality 

should/shouldn’t be shown? 

o Probe for Sky/Fox/Channel4…any others? 

− Do you think they should always be impartial in the news?  

− Yes/No. Why? 

 

Investigate responses to News & Current Affairs stimuli (40 mins) 

 

Introduce exercise on stimulus material. 

 

I am now going to show you some examples of news programmes. I want you to 

watch them carefully and then we will discuss them and your responses to them. 

 

This exercise is less about the story itself and more about the meaning of 

impartiality within it. So please watch each clip with a particular eye on whether 

you think that it is impartial or not. After looking at each set, the idea is to each 

write down all your initial thoughts in this worksheet and we will then discuss 

them together.  

 

In the worksheet:  

 

− Do you think it was partial/or impartial?  

 

− What made it partial/impartial? Which elements? 

 

− Is this/would this be a good/appropriate approach for the BBC to take? 
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Discuss the responses to this final question. Probe as to whether it would be 

good/appropriate for other broadcasters. 

 

Other areas to maybe explore during the discussion: 

− Role of the presenter (tone of voice/non-verbal body language) 

− Structure of the programme/story (representation of the reality/points of view 

endorsed)  

− Stylistic treatment (images/ sounds/direction/etc…)  

 

 

Testing the boundaries of BBC impartiality in the news (70mins) 

 

I now have some examples of potential news coverage the BBC could decide to 

run. I would like you to tell me what you think about each one of them 

 

− Do you agree or disagree with the idea of the BBC doing this? 

− Does it match with the idea you have of the BBC? 

− Does it fit with the programme/channel? If not which other BBC 

programme/channel could host it? 

− Which other broadcasters might you associate with this format? Why?  

− What would you suggest to the BBC’s programme-makers working on it? 

 

Newsnight reports on ‘black racism’ against white people 

 

The BBC news website running a campaign against the reorganization 

of NHS  

 

BBC Radio Five Live feature on the danger of allowing over 75 year olds 

to drive 
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BBC Parliament programme on why Tony Blair should step down as PM 

 

BBC Radio 4 feature on the evidence for institutional sexism within the 

armed forces 

 

BBC News website feature on why gay civil partnerships rights are 

diluting Britain’s moral values    

 

BBC One showing a series of programmes celebrating modern 

Christianity in Britain 

 

Thanks and close (85 mins) 

 

If you could suggest something to the next generation of BBC news makers, 

what would you say?   
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4.5.3 Stage Da) Discussion Guide: Sport 

 

Introductions and warm up (0mins)  

− Welcome and thanks for coming 

− Explain the purpose of the session (to talk about media and sport) 

− Adherence to MRS principles 

− Each respondent to say name, age, profession, family/living circumstances 

− What’s your favourite sports programme/channel and what do you like about 

it? 

 

Explore current perceptions of the BBC and the role of impartiality 

within it (10mins) 

 

Flip chart for word association exercise 

− “If I say BBC what’s the first thing that springs to mind?” 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

Brand Values Mapping Exercise. List A words: 

“I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be linked to the 

BBC”  

− Which words are felt to be more/less close to your perceptions of the BBC? 

Why? 

− What do you think about the word “impartial”?  

− What does it exactly mean to you? 

Probe for 

o Open-minded- a space for all points of view? 

o Neutrality- sum of all points of view? 

o Detachment – absence of a point of view? 

o Others? 
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Explore the meaning of impartiality in the context of Sports coverage 

(25 mins) 

 

− Does the meaning of impartiality vary in the context of sports coverage? 

Yes/No. Why? 

− Is it important to be impartial in sports coverage? Yes/No. Why? 

− What make sport partial/impartial?   

o Probe for preferences given to different sports, tonal treatments, 

presenters, content  

− Do you think that impartiality in the sports should matter for the BBC? 

Yes/No, Why? 

− Is there any particular BBC media channel where you think an impartial 

treatment in sport is more important? Which one(s)? Why? 

o Probe for News on BBC1/BBC2/etc…/BBC Radio1/BBC 

Radio2/etc…/BBC website 

− Can you think about specific topics which should always require an impartial 

treatment from BBC sports content? 

o Probe for patriotism in sports competitions, race issues, funding issues 

etc…  

− Can you think about any times/occasions when BBC sports programmes 

should particularly safeguard impartiality?  

o Probe for time of the day/year, particular events, etc… 

− When would it be acceptable for the BBC to be partial in the sports, if at all? 

(Probe for “national teams”, “racial issues”, etc…) 

− Can you recall any examples where impartiality in the sports has/has not 

been shown, across all the BBC platforms? 

− Why do you think it was so partial/impartial? What could have been done 

instead?    

 

Competitors and Impartiality  
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− Does impartiality in sports coverage also relates to other broadcasters? 

Yes/No. Why? Which ones? 

− Can you think about any non-BBC sports programme where impartiality 

should/shouldn’t be shown? 

o Probe for Sky/TalkSport/…any others? Websites? 

− Do you think they should always be impartial in the sports coverage?  

− Yes/No. Why? 

 

Investigate responses to sports stimuli (40 mins) 

 

Introduce exercise on stimulus material. 

 

I am now going to show you some examples of sports coverage. I want you to 

watch them carefully and then we will discuss them and your responses to them. 

 

Please watch each clip with a particular eye on whether you think that it is 

impartial or not. After looking at each set, the idea is to each write down all your 

initial thoughts in this worksheet and we will then discuss them together.  

 

In the worksheet:  

 

− Do you think it was partial/or impartial?  

 

− What made it partial/impartial? Which elements? 

 

− Is this/would this be a good/appropriate approach for the BBC to take? 

 

 

Discuss the responses to this final question. Probe as to whether it would be 

good/appropriate for other broadcasters. 
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Other areas to maybe explore during the discussion: 

− Role of the presenter (tone of voice/non-verbal body language) 

− Structure of the programme/story (representation of the reality/points of view 

endorsed)  

− Stylistic treatment (images/ sounds/direction/etc…)  

 

 

Testing the boundaries of BBC impartiality in sports coverage (70mins) 

 

The idea here is to explore specific areas and issues and how the BBC should 

stand on them and where the boundaries lie 

 

I now have some examples of potential sporting coverage the BBC could decide 

to run. I would like you to tell me what you think about each one of them 

 

− Do you agree or disagree with the idea of the BBC doing this? 

− Does it match with the idea you have of the BBC? 

− Does it fit with the programme/channel? If not which other BBC 

programme/channel could host it? 

− Which other broadcasters might you associate with this format? Why?  

− What would you suggest to the BBC’s programme-makers working on it? 

 

BBC Five Live feature on the lack of Asian players within English 

football 

 

BBC Sports Website article celebrating an England football team win 

over Scotland 

 

BBC Radio One backing a bid for England to host the Olympics 
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A BBC Sport website podcast campaigning for more funding for 

women’s football 

 

A BBC News website article criticising the behaviour of England rugby 

fans at a tournament abroad 

 

An article on the BBC Interactive pages on the invisibility of gay 

sportsmen 

 

Thanks and close (85 mins) 

 

If you could suggest something to the next generation of BBC sports programme 

makers/journalists, what would you say?   
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4.5.4 Stage Da) Discussion Guide: Consumer/Factual 

 

Introductions and warm up (0mins)  

− Welcome and thanks for coming 

− Explain the purpose of the session (to talk about media and 

documentaries/factual programmes) 

− Adherence to MRS principles 

− Each respondent to say name, age, profession, family/living circumstances 

− What’s your favourite factual programme and what do you like about it? 

 

Explore current perceptions of the BBC and the role of impartiality 

within it (10mins) 

 

Flip chart for word association exercise 

− “If I say BBC what’s the first thing that springs to mind?” 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

Brand Values Mapping Exercise. List A words: 

“I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be linked to the 

BBC”  

− Which words are felt to be more/less close to your perceptions of the BBC? 

Why? 

− What do you think about the word “impartial”?  

− What does it exactly mean to you? 

Probe for 

o Open-minded- a space for all points of view? 

o Neutrality- sum of all points of view? 

o Detachment – absence of a point of view? 

o Others? 
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Explore the meaning of impartiality in the context of Factual/Special 

Interest programmes (25 mins) 

 

− Does the meaning of impartiality vary in the context of factual/special interest 

programmes? Yes/No. Why? 

− Is it important to be impartial in factual programmes? Yes/No. Why? 

− What makes factual/special interest programmes partial/impartial?   

o Probe for balanced arguments, statistical evidence, tonal treatments, 

presenters, content  

− Do you think that impartiality in factual programmes should matter for the 

BBC? Yes/No, Why? 

− Is there any particular BBC media channel where you think an impartial 

treatment in factual/special interest programmes is more important? Which 

one(s)? Why? 

o Probe for News on BBC1/BBC2/etc…/BBC Radio1/BBC 

Radio2/etc…/BBC website 

− Can you think about specific topics which should always require an impartial 

treatment from BBC factual/special interest programmes? 

o Probe for the law, religion, race etc…  

− Can you think about any times/occasions when BBC factual/special interest 

programmes should particularly safeguard impartiality?  

o Probe for time of the day/year, particular events, etc… 

− When would it be acceptable for the BBC to be partial in factual/special 

interest programmes, if at all? (Probe for “national teams”, “racial issues”, 

etc…) 

− Can you recall any examples where impartiality in factual/special interest 

programmes has/has not been shown, across all the BBC platforms? 

− Why do you think it was so partial/impartial? What could have been done 

instead?    
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Competitors and Impartiality  

− Does impartiality in factual/special interest programmes also relates to other 

broadcasters? Yes/No. Why? Which ones? 

− Can you think about any non-BBC factual/special interest programme(s) 

where impartiality should/shouldn’t be shown? 

o Probe for Channel4/Discovery…any others? 

− Do you think they should always be impartial in the factual/special interest 

programmes?  

− Yes/No. Why? 

 

Investigate responses to factual/special interest programmes stimuli 

(40 mins) 

 

Introduce exercise on stimulus material. 

 

I am now going to show you some examples of factual/special interest 

programmes. I want you to watch them carefully and then we will discuss them 

and your responses to them. 

 

Please watch each clip with a particular eye on whether you think that it is 

impartial or not. After looking at each set, the idea is to each write down all your 

initial thoughts in this worksheet and we will then discuss them together.  

 

In the worksheet:  

 

− Do you think it was partial/or impartial?  

 

− What made it partial/impartial? Which elements? 

 

− Is this/would this be a good/appropriate approach for the BBC to take? 
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Discuss the responses to this final question. Probe as to whether it would be 

good/appropriate for other broadcasters. 

 

Other areas to maybe explore during the discussion: 

− Role of the presenter (tone of voice/non-verbal body language) 

− Structure of the programme/story (representation of the reality/points of view 

endorsed)  

− Stylistic treatment (images/ sounds/direction/etc…)  

 

 

Testing the boundaries of BBC impartiality in factual/special interest 

programmes (70mins) 

 

The idea here is to explore specific areas and issues and how the BBC should 

stand on them and where the boundaries lie 

 

I now have some examples of potential factual/special interest programmes and 

features the BBC could decide to run. I would like you to tell me what you think 

about each one of them 

 

− Do you agree or disagree with the idea of the BBC doing this? 

− Does it match with the idea you have of the BBC? 

− Does it fit with the programme/channel? If not which other BBC 

programme/channel could host it? 

− Which other broadcasters might you associate with this format? Why?  

− What would you suggest to the BBC’s programme-makers working on it? 
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BBC Three documentary in which Rosemary West speaks candidly 

about her crimes 

 

BBC Two runs a programme on campaigning for better sex education in 

schools 

 

BBC News website article on why nuclear power is a bad thing 

 

BBC Radio Four feature on the important role of fox hunting in English 

countryside communities 

 

BBC Radio 1 feature about the joys of marijuana and its role in the 

current contemporary music scene 

 

BBC Four documentary on England’s north-south divide and the rising 

popularity of the north 

 

BBC News 24 programme on the rising extremist Christian groups in 

the UK 

 

Thanks and close (85 mins) 

 

If you could suggest something to the next generation of BBC factual programme 

makers, what would you say? 
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4.5.5 Stage Da) Discussion Guide: Entertainment, Comedy, Drama 

 

Introductions and warm up (0mins)  

− Welcome and thanks for coming 

− Explain the purpose of the session (to talk about media and comedy/drama) 

− Adherence to MRS principles 

− Each respondent to say name, age, profession, family/living circumstances 

− What’s your favourite comedy/drama programme and what do you like about 

it? 

 

Explore current perceptions of the BBC and the role of impartiality 

within it (10mins) 

 

Flip chart for word association exercise 

− “If I say BBC what’s the first thing that springs to mind?” 

Discuss the definitions that emerge – do they fit into any natural groups? 

 

Brand Values Mapping Exercise. List A words: 

“I’m now going to put on the table a few other words that might be linked to the 

BBC”  

− Which words are felt to be more/less close to your perceptions of the BBC? 

Why? 

− What do you think about the word “impartial”?  

− What does it exactly mean to you? 

Probe for 

o Open-minded- a space for all points of view? 

o Neutrality- sum of all points of view? 

o Detachment – absence of a point of view? 

o Others? 
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Explore the meaning of impartiality in the context of comedy/drama 

programmes (25 mins) 

 

− Does the meaning of impartiality vary in the context of comedy/drama? 

Yes/No. Why? 

− Is it important to be impartial in comedy/drama? Yes/No. Why? 

− What makes comedy/drama programmes partial/impartial?   

o Probe for political correctness, politics, advocacy of law 

breaking/drugs, tones, presenters, content  

− Do you think that impartiality in comedy/drama should matter for the BBC? 

Yes/No, Why? 

− Is there any particular BBC media channel where you think an impartial 

treatment in comedy/drama programmes is more important? Which one(s)? 

Why? 

o Probe for comedy/drama on BBC1/BBC2/etc…/BBC Radio1/BBC 

Radio2/etc…/BBC website 

− Can you think about specific topics which should always require an impartial 

treatment from BBC comedy/drama? 

o Probe for the sexuality, race, religion etc…  

− Can you think about any times/occasions when BBC comedy/drama should 

particularly safeguard impartiality?  

− When would it be acceptable for the BBC to be partial in comedy/drama, if at 

all?  

− Can you recall any examples where impartiality in comedy/drama has/has not 

been shown, across all the BBC platforms? 

− Why do you think it was so partial/impartial? What could have been done 

instead?    

 

Competitors and Impartiality  
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− Does impartiality in comedy/drama also relates to other broadcasters? 

Yes/No. Why? Which ones? 

− Can you think about any non-BBC comedy/drama programme(s) where 

impartiality should/shouldn’t be shown? 

− Do you think comedy/drama should always be impartial?  

− Yes/No. Why? 

 

Investigate responses to comedy/drama stimuli (40 mins) 

 

Introduce exercise on stimulus material. 

 

I am now going to show you some examples of comedy/drama. I want you to 

watch them carefully and then we will discuss them and your responses to them. 

 

Please watch each clip with a particular eye on whether you think that it is 

impartial or not. After looking at each set, the idea is to each write down all your 

initial thoughts in this worksheet and we will then discuss them together.  

 

In the worksheet:  

 

− Do you think it was partial/or impartial?  

 

− What made it partial/impartial? Which elements? 

 

− Is this/would this be a good/appropriate approach for the BBC to take? 

 

 

Discuss the responses to this final question. Probe as to whether it would be 

good/appropriate for other broadcasters. 
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Other areas to maybe explore during the discussion: 

− Role of the presenter (tone of voice/non-verbal body language) 

− Structure of the programme/story (representation of the reality/points of view 

endorsed)  

− Stylistic treatment (images/ sounds/direction/etc…)  

 

 

Testing the boundaries of BBC impartiality in comedy/drama (70mins) 

 

The idea here is to explore specific areas and issues and how the BBC should 

stand on them and where the boundaries lie 

 

I now have some examples of potential comedy/drama and features the BBC 

could decide to run. I would like you to tell me what you think about each one of 

them 

 

− Do you agree or disagree with the idea of the BBC doing this? 

− Does it match with the idea you have of the BBC? 

− Does it fit with the programme/channel? If not which other BBC 

programme/channel could host it? 

− Which other broadcasters might you associate with this format? Why?  

− What would you suggest to the BBC’s programme-makers working on it? 

 

BBC Four dramatisation of the day of the July 7th bombings in London 

 

BBC Radio Four play about Asian riots in a Northern England city 

 

BBC Three comedy about a man with Tourette’s Syndrome 
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BBC One drama about residents and immigrants in a Glasgow council 

estate 

 

BBC Two comedy series about the lives and loves of a group of gay 

twentysomething men 

 

Docu-drama about animal protesters campaigning against a new 

animal testing laboratory 

 

BBC One sitcom with a light-hearted take on Jewish family life 

 

Thanks and close (85 mins) 

 

If you could suggest something to the next generation of BBC comedy/drama 

makers, what would you say?   
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4.5.6  Stage Da) Stimuli 

News and Current Affairs:  

1. (TV) BBC Ten O'clock News (24/7/06) Feargal Keane on the Lebanese (EU 

citizens) evacuation  

2. (TV) C4 News (24/7/06) Kylie Morris report on the bombing of the Red Cross 

ambulance  

3. (TV) C4 News The Israeli Perspective (30/7/06) - Inigo Gilmore report on 

effectively on how one sided reporting in Israel is shoring up support within the 

country for the action on Lebanon  

4. (Radio) Newsbeat (24/7/06) - straight down the line reporting - here are the 

key facts you need to know …  

5. (TV) Fox News (24/7/06) - Field report from Northern Israel - very much 

from an Israeli perspective  

6. (TV) Newsnight - (24/7/06) short piece on how the Middle East divides the 

audience like no other issue and some emails to the programme on the subject 

7. (TV) Fox News -(24/7/06) . The Big Story - viewers emails on the Israel-

Lebanon conflict  

8. (TV) Local Election (May 2006) night commentary - exchange between 

David Dimbleby and Nick Griffin  

9. (Radio) Today (April 2006) Nicola Stanbridge report from the streets of 

Barking and the upswing in support amongst many different communities for the 

BNP  

10. Probe on Blogging. For example John Snow’s ‘Snowmail’ and Nick Robinson’s 

BBC website blog. Both contain opinions but are subject to different regulations. 

Drama & Comedy:  
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1. (TV) Coronation Street - Todd's confession that he's gay and his fiancée 

(Sarah Louise and her mother, Gayle's, reaction to it) 

2. (TV) Girl in the Café (single drama) transmitted last year just before the G8 

summit.  G8 dinner scene - guest interrupts British PM speech, with a Make 

Poverty History line. 

3. (TV) Brass Eye - Good Aids/Bad Aids Sketch  

4. (TV) Emmerdale - request for assisted dying 

Sport:  

1.  (TV) World Cup Ian Wright says he's only interested in England (Holland v 

Serbia Montenegro)  

2. (Radio) World Cup Alan Green on 5Live sport - exchange with a Scottish 

caller … finishes with a comment to the effect of finally a Scottish caller who's 

vaguely pro-English, I was beginning to despair … 

3. (TV) Six Nations England v Ireland Rugby International … Brian Moore 

remonstrated with on air by an Irish commentator for his English bias  

4. (TV) World Cup Alan Shearer comment about Rooney may well "stick one 

on Ronaldo" (England v Portugal)  

5. World Cup final - Gary Lineker comments about Portugal being the villain 

of the piece  

6.Talk Sport podcast Baddiel and Skinner - two clips - German stereotyping 

against the context of the Second World War  

7. World Cup Adrian Chiles narrating the story of the Olympic Stadium (lots of 

references back to the Second World War)  

8. World Cup - Gary Lineker comparing German goalkeeper Oliver Kahn to a 

neanderthal  
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9. Stella Artois semi-final with Leyton Hewitt and Tim Henman - argument over 

a line call and BBC commentating team appear to back Henman up. 

10. Probe on online message boards (e.g. Five Live message board with opinions 

about sport from listeners) 

 

Special Interest and Factual:  

1. (TV) Horizon - The War on Science - evolution vs. intelligent design - 

generally dismissive of the latter  

2. (TV) Are we changing planet earth?  David Attenborough saying that man 

is undoubtedly responsible for climate change  

3. (TV) Top Gear - Jeremy Clarkson suggesting the kind of attributes a German 

car might have (e.g. navigation system that only goes to Poland) 

4. (TV) Rogue Traders - episode I wanted wasn't available so put in the top of 

the programme description as an e.g. of consumer affairs programme 

5. (TV) Bitesize - just a clip (inserted this more as an education reference rather 

than a particular e.g. of impartiality 

6. (Radio) Sunday programme … the programme headlines (all Christian stories 

… if not CofE, Christian etc outside the norm) 

7. (TV) Honey We're Killing the Kids - Lifestyle programme - top of 

programme - description of a family and how they are killing their kids - 

imposing certain lifestyle values. 
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4.6  Stage Db)  

 

4.6.1  Stage Db) Sample 

 

1 x 2hr 8 person group discussion 

This was made up of 2 representatives from the each of the four subject areas 

from part Da) (i.e. re-recruited).  These were selected ‘qualitatively’ but we 

sought to ensure that we had a variety of relationships with technology and 

views of the BBC & its impartiality. 

 

4.6.2  Stage Db) Pre-task 

We asked them to prepare ‘5 do’s and don’ts for BBC impartiality in the 21st 

century’ 

 

4.6.3  Stage Db) Discussion Guide 

 

Welcome and Introductions 
 
− Welcome and thanks for coming 

− Explanation of the make-up of the group in relation to Stage Da) 

− Explanation of the session: the objective is to develop a ‘Magna Carta’ for the 

BBC’s impartiality 

− Each respondent to introduce themselves (e.g. age, profession, family etc) 

and say what genre their Da) group discussions were about 

 

Towards a consolidated within-genre view of impartiality (6.45pm) 

Explain that within the group there are four separate pairs, having attended the 

same groups last week. The idea is to split the group up into these pairs so that 

they can discuss the general views of their previous group and share their 

individual homework results. The task within these pairs is to come to a 
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consolidated point of view about the five do’s and five don’ts for BBC impartiality 

within your group’s genre. Create two piles of cards, with one do or don’t per 

card (give each pair a different pen colour to write in). Explain that after this 

each pair will present back to the current group and their rules will be discussed 

further. 

 

Presentation of within-genre do’s and don’ts (7.00pm) 

Get one pair at a time to present back their five do’s and don’ts and probe on 

why they picked these particular ones in the context of the genre they were 

discussing. 

 

Mapping of do’s and don’ts (7.20pm) 

With all the pairs having presented their own do’s and don’ts the task is now to 

map these, together as a group, in terms of their importance with regard to the 

BBC’s entire output. Discuss the reasons why they have been placed in the order 

they have. 

 

Defining the territory (7.40pm) 

Now splitting the group up into different pairs the task is to come up with the 

best ways to encapsulate/define the overall do’s and don’ts. How should these 

be worded? 

 

The edge of the summit – a reality check (8.00pm) 

Discuss the outcomes of the paired task, discussing wording and further refining 

the ideas. 

− Is this true of all genres? 

− Is this applicable to all BBC output? Across all platforms? 

− Is this true of all times of day? 

− When/where would it not apply? Why? 

− How might this change over time, if at all? 
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The summit: The Magna Carta for BBC Impartiality (8.20pm) 

− Get respondents to fill in the Magna Carta template 

 

Thank you and close session (8.30pm)
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Shelana House 

31-32 Eastcastle Street 

London 

W1W 8DN 

magnus@sparkler.co.uk, anthony@sparkler.co.uk
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